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The best strategY is often
Retreat

For over 150 years,the Brattleboro Retreat has offered employee assistance
professionals unique treatrrient options for individuals with psychiatric and
addictive diseases.
Just as no two people are exactly alike, nn two cases are either. "that's why the
Brattleboro Retreat offers a unique treatment continuum that utilizes a full range
of services, each of which can be tailored to the specific needs of an individual.
Our continuum of care includes inpatient hospitalization for psychiatric and
addictive disorders, residential, partial hospitalization, intensive outpatient,
intervention and traditional outpatient treatment.
We also have multiple treatment locations throughout New England so that
the employees you assist can be conveniently cared for.

Call us at 1-800-345-5550
'to learn more about our program options and how they can help the employees
you serve, call us today.

O

Brattleboro
ltetrec=t
A nonprofit hospital and treatment center •Affiliate of Dartmouth Medical School
7.i Linden Street, P.U. Box 803, Brattleboro, Vermont Oa302
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Run 'N Gun
Not Just Sneakers
fit's March, it must be adolescence, violence, traumatic brain injury and
(whatever happened to?) occupational social work. Jam-packed, chock-fullthis month. Here goes...
Adolescence: I saw some stats the other day on teen-agers from the U.S. Office
of Technology Assessment indicating that one in five suffers from serious health
problems. Researchers at the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
report AIDS cases among 13- to 19-year-olds almost doubled between 1989 and
1991. AIDS is now the sixth-leading cause of death among 15- to 24-year-olds.
Teen pregnancy is rampant. Every 64 seconds a baby is born to a teen-age mother,
and nearly one in 10 teen-age girls gets pregnant. Drug use is in the same problem
category. CDC data show half a million 12- to 17-year-olds have tried crack, 3.5
million use marijuana. Another 10 teens die each day in alcohol-related car
accidents.
Even more frightening are the CDC stats on teen-age. violence. One in 25 high
school students carried a gun in 1990. Homicide is the leading cause of death for
black males age 15 to 19, and suicide is the third-ranking cause of death among
teen-agers of any race. No wonder I worry about my two teen-agers. If you had any
doubts about whether an EAP ought to treat the family, I hope the above figures
paint a bright red picture of the assessment and referral role the EAP can play in
helping resolve teen problems that grow into adult problems.
One major adult problem is what criminologists call the fastest-growing form of
murder in America: workplace homicide. Of the 7,000 fatal injuries that occur
annually in the workplace, 12 percent are homicides, according to NIOSH.
EA professionals know downsizings are excellent opportunities to reach and
intervene with the disgruntled workforce. There may be few better jobs EAPs can
do than be involved in their companies' restructuring plans. The "people part" of
corporate-culture change is made for EA professionals.
Hopefully, this work can stave off the frightening rise in workplace violence. As
the workforce is forced to do more and more with less and less, companies are
cutting away the fat and all that's left is bone. Our stories on violence offer some
perspective.
Our story on traumatic brain injury (TBI) highlights a disorder that can be
confused with malingering in the workforce if not properly diagnosed. Personality
changes, impaired thinking, confusion and anxiety are commonplace and recovery
may take years.
Dale Masi wrote our piece on occupational social work (OSW). We had been
wondering what had happened to OSW over the years. Back in Boston, more than
10 years ago, a National Association of Social Workers conference highlighted
OSW,and many social workers interested in EAP and the workplace attended. If
you work in OSW,please contact us at EA and share your perspective.
This issue starts our show season. We will be travelling to Portland, Ore.,for the
Western District EAPA Conference held on April 1H-21. Please say `helld and
offer suggestions to us about helping EA fit your needs.

(~,~~~~~
J.Chip Uioloa, CEAP
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Recently, the public has voiced concerns about
practices in the psychiatric health care industry.
There have been serious and appropriate questions
raised about the quality of care being provided.
Even before that, HCA Psychiatric Company
was quietly raising its own questions about quality

of care. And two years ago we began a research project to find the answers.
Because HCA Psychiatric Company believes in
continuous quality improvement, we asked our patients to rate the effectiveness of the health care delivery systems in our affiliated hospitals.
More than 90 percent of the patients rated their overall hospital stays
as good to excellent. They reported significant improvement in their
own conditions as a result of treatment.
Those scores are a direct reflection of the professional excellence
exhibited by the caregivers and support staff in HCA Psychiatric
Company aFFiliated facilities—from physicians and administrators to
therapists and housekeepers.

PATIENT

More than 8,000 patients were questioned, at 32 hospitals nation-

wide. They were all adult psychiatric and chemical dependency patients
who were discharged between October of 1989 and November of 199].
The patients rated their hospital experience and their own mental
health. In addition, they participated in a clinical assessment of their
ability to function outside the hospital setting after treatment.
This "triple track" approach is unique, and has given our hospitals
information they need to continue to improve. Taken as a whole, the.
research provides a picture of HCA Psychiatric Company's hospitals
from the point of view of our ultimate customers.
We're excited about the results, which set us apart from others in the
industry. We always believed in the quality of care being provided—and
now we have proof that our customers do, too.
As our project continues, we remain committed to asking the right
questions, and listening carefully to the voice of the patient.
Because when we listen, we learn.

N

Psychiatric

Company

[f you would like a copy of our research results or more information,
please contact HCA Psychiatric Company, One Park Plaza, P.O. Box 550,
Nashville, Tennessee 37202-0550,(6 t 5) 320-2746.
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• In Santa Fe Springs, Calif., the same day, a female social
worker shot and wounded her former boss.
• In Tampa, F[a., on Jan. 27, a disgruntled claims manager
fired by Firemen's Fund Insurance Co., killed three men at
lunch who were once his supervisors, wounded two others and
then killed himself.
• On Jan. 25, near CIA headquarters in Virginia, two
employees waiting to enter the agency's grounds were shot dead
in their cars by a mysterious gunman.
Preventing violence in the weeks, months and years to come
will require abroad-based EAP approach in all arenas. But
dealing wisely with the aftermath ofany trauma is also crucial,
as the authors indicate:
any employee assistance programs are being
asked to respond to the psychological consequences of work-related traumas—robberies,
sexual assaults and natural disasters. Typically,
post-trauma interventions take place on an emergency basis,
without careful planning and consideration of the psychological, legal and organizational issues involved. The purpose of
this article is to identify problems with emergency post-trauma
services, offer options for planning these interventions, and
suggest strategies for implementing post-trauma programs as
part of EAPs.
Often EAPs begin providing post-trauma services after
frantic call from a company representative (external EAP)or
a manager (internal). Eager to assist and be involved,
counselors go to the company or worksite to "get things back
to normal." Often,brief meetings or "debriefings" are the only
intervention and support that traumatized employees get.
a

a

Editor's Note: The article below addresses the many kinds of
work-related traumas that EAPs now encounter with increasing frequency. One of the worst, and a special focus of this
issue, is workplace violence. Since 1990, criminologists tell us,
such violence has claimed as many as 1,000 lives nationwide,
and its incidence rate has doubled in the last decade. In one
industry alone, a 1991 study conducted by the U.S. Postal
Service found 300 cases of its employees attacking supervisors
and about 100 cases ofsupervisors beating up employees in a
three-year period. By some estimates, homicide may now be the
nation's third-highest work-related cause of death.
Just a scan of this year's recent headlines offers a stunning
sense of the pervasiveness of the problem.:
• On Feb. 6, Fernando Ruiz, 30, shot his boss to death and
wounded a female co-worker at Dahn's Fresh Herbs in
Houston because he faced firing for theft artd harassing the
co-worker. Ruiz then killed himself in the attic.
• Phone company lineman Paul Hannah, 46, is charged with
killing a Chicago union steward Feb. 4 as Hannah was being
suspended for refusing to take a drug test. He aimed the gun at
company manager, but it misfired six times. The union
steward was killed as he tried to intervene.
• Michael Wayne Burns, 37, is accused of Icilling one
co-worker and wounding seven others Feb. 3 at the Prescolite
Inc. factory in El Dorado, Ark., where he worked. The spree
ended when a fellow worker clubbed Burns in the head with a
pipe. Investigators said he was apparently upset over harassmentfrom fellow workers.
• Karen Marie LaBorde, a Los Angeles bookkeeper, stied Feb
2. after being set on fire, allegedly by a disgruntled janitor who
didn't get his check on time.
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Successful post-trauma
responses to violence,
death or disaster cannot
take place without careful
pre-trauma planning

EMPLOYEEASSISTANCE

Serious problems can accompany these unplanned attempts
at emergency post-trauma services.
First, when those providing the services are primarily
concerned with "pleasing the boss" or "keeping the client
happy," employee needs may not be a primary concern.
Second, post-trauma interventions can force difficult
choices for EA professionals when worker compensation and
fitness-for-work issues arise. For instance, relationships that
may have taken months or years to develop may be damaged
when providers advocate organizational changes in response
to traumatic events.
Third, organizations not previously educated about trauma
or not committed to the psychological recovery of their
employees may limit (for financial or other reasons) posttrauma counseling or other follow-up services.
Last, EA professionals without proper training may try to
do more than they are able and thereby endanger employees'
recovery efforts. With litigation for psychological injuries a
possibility, interventions by those with little training and
experience can seriously damage the company and increase
settlement costs.
EAPs also provide services after traumatic events to "gain
visibility," as a "loss leader" or to separate their programs
from others in the employee assistance marketplace. Our
experience is that post-trauma services provided for these
reasons tend to emphasize the public-relations value of the
response and focus on brief interventions. Scant follow-up

takes place with employees or managers.
The most effective employee assistance response to a
trauma begins before an incident occurs. To maximize chances
for post-trauma recovery, EAPs should carefully consider
organizational and program-component issues and then institute aprocess of planning, training, program implementation
and maintenance strategies.
Organizational issues refer to building commitment within
an organization for appropriate, thorough post-trauma services; identifying changes necessary within an organization to
adequately accommodate survivors of traumatic events; and
facilitating these changes.
EAPs should anticipate the kinds of potentially traumatic
incidents that might occur and specify the needs of those most
affected. A simple way to do this is to list incidents that have
occurred in the last 10 years and brainstorm "worst case"
scenarios. Make sure your list includes events that would
clearly be traumatic and fit accepted definitions of trauma
(Barnett-Queen and Bergmann, 1988a). Recognizing that the
process of change is difficult in most organizations,identify the
individuals and departments that will likely help or hinder
your efforts.
For example, we have worked extensively with banks and
have found that security personnel often assume that postrobbery services will interfere with the identification of losses
and investigations. Therefore, when developing post-trauma
continued on page 8

~ The Problem: you have asubstance-abuse
client in severe emotional crisis, requiring
inpatient care.

EPISODE?
With CPI's Nonviolent Crisis
Intervention training you'll learn to
de-escalate crisis situations
BEFORE they get out of control!
►Training Programs in 38 Cities
►Video Training Programs
►ON-SITE TRAINING
`~ ~ Call TOLL-FREE 1-800-558-8976
Ext.3for a FREE catalog of training

~~~

resources or write:

~

rwnoru~ c~sis ~~vErmoN iNSmu~
3315-K N.124 St., Brookfield, WI 53005

~ The Havenwyck solution: P.I.P.S.A.D.
Our Psychiatric Intervention Program for Substance
Abuse Disorders will manage the emotional crisis
on a short-term inpatient basis, enabling the client
to benefit from traditional substance abuse services.
~ Havenwyck has the names you can trust:
Howard P. Friedman, M.D.; Medical Director
Nick F. Castedo, M.D., Assoc. Medical Director

HAVENWYCK
HOSPITAL

The best team between the Palace &the Silverdome.
1525 University. Dr., Auburn Hills, M148326

National Crisis Prevention Institute,Inc.
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At Psychiatric Center of Michigan Hospital, we understand the unique
challenges facing your company. With our wide range of flexible psychiatric
and chemical dependency treatment options, we can help turn troubled
employees to full productivity.
• Free, immediate, on-site
consultations, 24-hours a day,
7 days a week.
•Inpatient and Partial
Hospitalization Mental Health
Services for adults and
adolescents.
• Back to work conferences.
• Dual Diagnosis

• LifeSpan—A program designed
for later-life adults.
•Behavioral Psychiatric Program
for closed head injury patients.
• Aftercare Services
• JCAHO accredited, OSAS
licensed, OHIP approved.
• Great Lakes Recovery
Center—adult inpatient
treatment center for the
chemically dependent.

35031 23 Mile Road
New Baltimore, MI 48047
Call us ... we understand.

1-800/537-7924

Psychiatric
Center of
Michigan
Hospital
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"A center for growing concern"

HAI~'E
CENTER
Offering Assistance in Addictions,
Compulsions and Trauma Recovery

Specialists in working with
dissociative disorders
Intensive day treatment in conjunction
with inpatient program for those persons
who don't require hospitalization.
Totally smoke-free environment
Halterman Center
614-852-1372, Ext 500
210 N. Main St., London, Ohio 43140
A program of Madison CoL►nty Hospieal, Inc.
JCAH Accredited. Treatment covered by most insurance plans.
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services in financial institutions, we
always target security personnel for
education and include them in planning.
Other areas to target are marketing,
public relations, human resources and
medical departments. Unless addressed
early in the planning process, these
concerns could block the development
of -post-trauma services. For each of
these key people and departments, it
might help to prepare a brief presentation and explanation of the impact of
trauma and importance of post-trauma
services. Also address legal and worker
compensation issues—and the experience of other organizations offering
similar services.
The process of building commitment
is a difficult, but necessary, step in
developing an effective post-trauma
program. The goal is not merely
approval to provide the services after a
traumatic event but an overall change in
the view of psychological injuries by the
organization (Dunning, 1988).
Program issues refer to decisions
about initiating the post-trauma
response, services provided, and training and maintenance strategies that will
occur.
In most cases, the decision to initiate
a post-trauma response to a particular
event is obvious. The list of potentially
traumatic events described above will
cover most situations that arise. Other
times, however, offer less clarity. A
co-worker may die after an illness. You
may encounter an incident of moderate
traumatic potential hard on the heels of
a prolonged period of high, chronic
stress. For example, a hospital with a
post-trauma program reported a series
of unusual and sudden deaths on an
obstetrics unit. Then an automobile
accident severely injured a nurse's. husband.
In these cases, it is important to have
criteria for characteristics of traumatic
events that can serve as a starting place
to discuss whether to respond. John
Wilson et al.(1985) have developed one
such list that includes 10 characteristics
of stressor events: degree of life threat;
degree of bereavement; speed of onset;
duration of trauma; displacement of
home community; potential for recurrence; degree of exposure to death,
dying and destruction; degree of moral
conflict in situation; role of person in
continued on page /0
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WITH A
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WI;'R~ `I'ALI<ING about smoking. Or rather, the implementation and enforcement of a
corporate no smoking policy.
We want you to see it as an
opportunity. We can offer you
a well-established program that
not only puts your smoke-free
policy in place, but also has a
positive impact in terms of
reducing your company's
health and benefit costs.
It's not just a matter of putting
up no smoking signs and turning the employees who smoke
into outcasts. A profitable transition to a smoke-free workplace is done in a strategic way
by establishing a period of
controlled change. And providing workplace training that
enables all smokers to make
the right choice.
Overcome 80%
Odds Against
When a corporate no smoking
policy is simply impleinentecl
without an overall strategic
plan, approximately 80%> of
the smokers will react negatively. Many will become
"power smokers". With. AMS
training and support from
management, smokers readily
accept a choice of either

quitting the
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learning techniques for not
smoking at w~
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Awell-managed
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following the proven
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'
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much as a 40%~ reduction over
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for a preview of AMS services.
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Health Costs is Just
One of the Benefits
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The AMS System ensures a
smooth transition. We do it
1 ADDRESS:........................................................ 1
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turning people into "power
~ ziP cony:....................................................... ~
smokers". AMS consultants
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TT,L•.................................................................
establishing workplace smoking bans that can be uniformly enforced. We've done it in
over 3,500 warksites in North
America. We work with you
'DALLAS • 1'OKON`CO • WASHINGCON D.C. I
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Addictic►n Mayiabeme~rt Systcuis Inc.
your corporate strategy for
I 511 L. John Carpenter l~rceway, Suite 297. '
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trauma (victim, perpetrator); proportion of community impacted. Understanding this list can assist in the decision to offer post-trauma services.
The decision to respond should not
be made carelessly. When services are
provided too frequently to events that
do not qualify as traumatic, the credibility of the post-trauma program can
suffer. The providers might develop the
image of "ambulance chasers" rather
than professionals with a legitimate
interest in post-trauma recovery.
The field of traumatic stress is quite
new, and no research-based consensus
has emerged concerning the most
appropriate post-trauma interventions.
Yet it is possible to make some recommendations based on post-trauma services currently provided in a variety of
work settings including business and
industry, health care, public safety and
corrections.
We have written previously of a
post-trauma "continuum of care" which
describes an array of services that

includes the critical elements of recovery and promotes organizational
commitment (Barnett-Queen and
Bergmann, 1988b). The components of
the program include:
Trauma preparation training.
Employees who. receive information
about post-trauma consequences, and
procedures for the organization's posttrauma response, can better manage
their feelings and participate in posttrauma services. The goals of this training are to: 1) prepare personnel for the
normal psychological consequences of
exposure to potentially traumatic incidents; 2) teach basic recovery coping
skills to be used after an incident; 3)
assist in creating a supportive environment throughout the organization; and
4)describe the components, procedures
and regulations associated with the
post-trauma program. Every at-risk
employee should receive traumapreparation training.
Post-trauma debriefings. A debriefing
is a group meeting designed to prevent
long-term, post-trauma psychological

consequences. Debriefings can take two
forms. Educational debriefings are normally of limited duration (approximately 90 minutes), accommodate large
groups of survivors, are didactic in
nature, and emphasize coping skills and
self-referral for further treatment. Psychological debriefings allow small
groups of employees to discuss the
traumatic incident in detail, understand
the normalcy of post-trauma consequences and create a detailed plan for
recovery. During a psychological
debriefing, trained debriefers assess
employees' needs for further services.
Post-trauma counseling. Counseling
sessions are extensions of debriefings
and include continued discussion of the.
traumatic event, post-trauma consequences and further development of
coping skills. Post-trauma counseling
sessions differ from many other kinds of
counseling and psychotherapy in that
they are almost exclusively oriented to
the "here and now." Few personnel who
participate in a psychological debriefing
require further services in the form of

There's one head injury program that goes into the
c_munity instead of your pockets.
eMed's community-based rehabilitation programs bring head injury survivors hack into
veryday life faster and more effectively than
traditional programs, and cut long-term care costs
dramatically.
ReMed's highly individualized programs halance survivor's needs with yourfinancial considerations. And; we work in real-life settings, rather
than institutions, which is why we are so effective.
With both the insurer and the case manager as
an integral part of the treatment team, we develop
finely-tuned strategies that have proven in some
cases to reduce long-term costs as much as SU
percent.
To learn more abo
the program that combines top quality care
with smart bottom line
sense, give Rented
a call today.

GARF accredited •Residential •Outpatient • Homebased Programs

625 Ridge Pike Building C •Conshohocken, PA 19428 •(Greater Philadelphia Area)• 1-f300-84-Rented
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individual counseling. Those who do
generally require three to four sessions
of special post-trauma counseling.(Barnett-Queen and Bergmann, 1990)
Those providing services after workand duty-related trauma generally agree
about the importance of these components. Many public safety (lawenforcement, fire and emergency medical) and corrections organizations also
include a peer-support component..
(Barnett-Queen and Bergmann,1988b).
Peer supporters can be the "eyes and
ears" of the post-trauma program,
identifying potential traumatic incidents
and assessing the need for post-trauma
debriefings and counseling. In addition,
peer supporters are taught basic crisis
intervention and active-listening skills
and participate in debriefings facilitated
by trained mental health professionals.
EAPs may also consider interventions
for family members and formal sixmonth and one-year follow-ups. for all
affected personnel (Williams, 1988).
EA professionals are often asked to
.travel immediately to the site of the
traumatic incident to provide .initial
support and crisis intervention. Others
choose to provide extensive services
within the first few hours after the
incident occurs. There is some disagreement about the utility of these "on-site"
services. The moments that immediately
follow a traumatic incident are
characterized by shock,a sense of disbelief and physical-psychological numbing. Many survivors of traumatic events
report that they are very tired, and have
difficulty concentrating and remembering important information. In addition,
survivors often want to leave the site of
the incident and make contact with
family and friends. Therefore, the
psychological response of survivors
immediately after the incident may preclude effective post-trauma services.
Organizations are also traumatized
and in disarray and are besieged by
internal security, law-enforcement personnel and the media. Immediate posttrauma services can be very difficult to
coordinate and may interfere with
investigations and run the risk of worsening the crisis. Finally, EA professionals who respond on-site run the risk
of traumatizing themselves. Immediate
arrival means possible exposure to rescue efforts, severe injury or triage decisions. Many providers have not devel-

The CLAUDIA BLACK CENTER is a
hospital based program that stabilizes
and initiates the treatment process
for patients who suffer from psychiatric
trauma and are in a crisis state.
We f~ave established a successful
treatment model and ...

The Resulfs Are Truly Amazing.

In a One Year Retrospective Study:
♦ Before Treatment - 4 1/2 hours per
week missed from work
♦ After Treatment -Less than 1/2
hour missed per week
♦ 86%missed NO time from work
after treatment.
♦ 75%did not find it necessary to
utilize their psychiatrist
♦

were not readmitted into ar~y
other treatment program

♦ 86%are using self help programs.

THE

24 Hour Hotline:

CLAVDIA
~LACI~

(800) 352-3301 in CA
(310)924-9581 outside CA

at COLLEGE HOSPITAL

CENTER
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n recent years, the American public has become painfully
aware of the severity of the problem of sexual aggression in
our society.
According to a 1987 report by the National Center on Child Abuse
and Neglect, an estimated 2.25 million cases of child abuse were
reported—with 1.5 million cases confirmed for that year alone.
This data indicated an incidence rate of child sexual abuse at 2.5
per 1,000 children per year (National Center on Child Abuse and
Neglect, 1987). Victimization data further reveal at least a
one-in-five chance that a woman will be the victim of a complete
rape at some time in her life (Russell &Nowell, 1983).
Equally as striking, a random sample of adults asked about their
own childhood revealed victimization rates of 16 percent for males
and 27 percent for females (Finkelhor, Hatling, Lewis &Smith,
1990).
Along with the growing body of knowledge of childhood sexual
abuse. issues has come an awareness of child and adolescent
.perpetrators. Though the incidence rate of adolescent sexual
perpetrators is not known, recent research has yielded alarming
results. According to the 1979 National Crime Survey, adolescent
males, ages 13 to 78, were responsible for 21 percent of the forcible
rapes committed in the United States.
A compilation of studies in 1985 indicated that 56 percent to 57
percent of the reported cases of sexual abuse of male children and
15 percent to 25 percent of female children were perpetrated by

teenagers (Showers, Farber, Oshins and Johnson, 1983).
Although there is no single profile or history common to
adolescent sexual offenders, clinicians and researchers, including
Freund, Watson, &Dickey (1990) report that a high percentage of
adolescent perpetrators were, themselves, sexually abused.
These experts further agree that adolescent offenders become
adult offenders, supported by Becker and Kaplan (1988) who found
that 58 percent of adult offenders report acting out sexually as
adolescents.
Although the statistics may vary, it is clear that we must commit
to treating adolescent perpetrators to halt the destructive cycle. A
growing consensus prefers intervention that incorporates the
cognitive behavioral approach in a group treatment setting
(Marshall, et al., 1990; Knopp et al., 1992). Such an approach is
based upon an accountability model that emphasizes -the responsibility of individual offenders for their actions.
MANAGING AGGRESSION. Tl~e offender is assisted in recognizing and learning to manage aggressive sexual behavior. The
process includes identifying the thoughts—which include depersonalization and minimization of the potential victim—that ultimately lead to the aggressive sexual behavior. When the adolescent
learns to identify the preliminary thoughts, he can then be taught to
interrupt the cognitive cycle that, if unhindered, leads to the

By Pam Cook,PhD, and Keith Summerlin
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SEX OFFENDERS

continued from page 72

sexually aggressive behavior.
With this skill comes the potential to
interrupt or stop development of a habitual
pattern of sexual aggression. Using a
cognitive behavioral model, Hunter and
Santos (1991) studied the treatment of 27
adolescent sexual offenders. They found a
33 percent to 39 percent post-treatment
decline in arousal responses to deviant
stimuli.
Hall(1991)found that, in a population of
180 adult sexual offenders, 84 percent could
voluntarily and completely suppress their
sexual arousal in testing conditions.
The results of such research offer great
hope in the treatment of adolescent sexual
offenders. If perpetrators can commit to
treatment, can exhibit control over arousal,
and can unlearn the mental bond between
arousal and inappropriate stimuli, then
clinicians can offer society a proactive
means for stopping the cycle of sexual
abuse.
The implications of non-intervention are
grave. Statistics indicate that the adult sex
offender may have as many as 380 victims

and adolescent sex offenders may have as
many as seven victims. Each victim has to
face a long road to personal recovery from
the emotional problems that ensue.
In addition to post-traumatic stress disorder and depression, a general clinical
consensus believes that a strong association
exists between childhood sexual abuse and
substance abuse and eating disorders.
When the abuse occurs within the family,
particularly between siblings, intense family therapy must be conducted, whether or
not the perpetrator is reintegrated.
Financially, we know that the benefit of
early intervention may be extrapolated by
examining the cost of incarcerating adult
offenders. A recent survey of the nation's
prisons found sex offenders in U.S. prisons
had climbed. by 48 percent in a two-year
period—compared to an increase of only 20
percent in total prisoner population (Corrections Compendium, 1991).
According to a study by Prendtky and
Burgess (1992) each time a chfld is sexually
abused, the costs of the judicial system to
prosecute the case, one to two years of
victim treatment, and incarceration of the

offender for five years (without treatment)
can range from $160,000 to $200,000.
WHERE EAPS CAN HELP. EAP counselors can make as many resources as
possible available to parents on child abuse
prevention topics. EAP counselors should
also learn of available treatment resources
for children who are sexually acting out—
and understand the clinical and financial
benefits of early intervention.
Further, local representatives should be
made aware of issues stemming from
adolescent sexual perpetrators and should
be encouraged to help secure treatment.
Hopefully, as the- recognition of this
problem and population grows, commitment of resources for treatment will follow.
Our best hope to stop the cycle of sexual
abuse lies with the young. As we treat
adolescents today, we reduce victims and
future perpetrators tomorrow. Interrupting
this cycle will result in a safer society for all
of us.
Cook and Sunmieden nre colleagues a~ Three Springs Trea~mem
Cen(er in Cour(land, Aln., where Cook serves as ndniinistra(or
and .Swnnrerlin conAuc~s professional relations.
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residential centers in .Alabama, Temzessee and North Carolina, young men and women
~~~~~~~~i%~!/h^-meet the challenges o~ nature. They learn to overcome their psychological troubles,

SttJn;tD,~e~tr"`' building ael~-esteem anc~ self-reliance while learning their responsibilities to their peers
and the society around them. 1~ you need cost-e~ective, pro~esaional treatment for a
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Some children need help to
overcome life's transitions.
and physical abuse, adoption,and step-family
life is confusing and frightening. Their true potential adjustments.
Our timely admissionsformat makes the referral
is often hidden under rage, withdrawal and even
process easy on patients and professionals. We offer a
chemical abuse. That's why young people need an
48 hour approval or denial turnaround time that
environment designed exclusively to respond to
expedites discharge planning while focusing on
their young needs.
At Cedar Crest, we offer quality residential care for clinical appropriateness.
See how we're helping young people across
children and adolescents nationwide.Through specializedprogramming weserve as an emotional bridge America. Call 1-800-888.40?1 for a free video that
can also be viewed by your clients.
back to a productive, healthy lifestyle for kids ages
4-17.Ourmulti-disciplinary team works with residents and their families through programs for dual
diagnosis, young latency, and adolescent males and
Residential Treatment Center
1-800-888-4071
females. We also offer special issue groups for sexual

To emotionally disturbed children and adolescents,
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n reading the local paper the other
~ day, I was reminded how violent a
society we have quickly become.
More than 10 stories of violence dominated the first section of the newspaper,
ranging from a domestic partner dispute
to a teen murdering his girlfriend over
what used to be a fairly commonplace
argument.
The proliferation of violence and violent behavior has become such a ubiquitous event in our times that we have
entered a period of quasi-shock. So
frequent and so pervasive has violence
become in our streets, our homes, and
our communities,that it has been melded
into our daily life experience in a way
which I find frightening.
The "routinization" of violence has
turned us into a society in which, in too
many of our communities, we not only
fear going out for a loaf of bread, but we
are bolting down everything in sight and
relying on security systems and selfdefense classes to ward off this newest of
epidemics in what civilization has come
to know as the American experience.
Sociologists and other social commentators daily speculate on the root causes
of this onslaught of family and community violence. Truth be told, its causes are
multiple, and any attempt to define and
assign causation runs up against the
complexity of social, political, cultural,
and psychological factors that contribute
toward its emergence and continuance. If
the causes were that obvious and the
solutions apparent, the problem would
not be receiving the degree of attention it
currently enjoys.
Ironically, one of the driving forces
behind the rise in violence, if not the
major factor, has been the escalation of
16

illegal drug use and the parallel war on
drugs that has marked the nation's public
policy over the past several decades.
Like so many efforts at prohibiting
drugs in the past, noticeably prohibition
of alcohol, the trade-offs are often more
severe than the benefits accrued through
the prohibition itself. At any rate, the
onset of violence associated with the war
on drugs is well-documented. However,
it may well be a generation from now
before we will be able to pass judgment
on the ultimate costs to our society of this
policy initiative.
Nevertheless, the rise in violence tied
to drugs and the illegal .trade has propelled the United States far beyond any
of its industrialized neighbors as the king
of violence. As even the conservative
William Buckley establishment—which
has argued for the legalization of drugs—
has pointed out, the continued toll of
violence and crime in the war on drugs is
too great a cost for our society to bear,
Regardless of ideological agreement
or disagreement with that stance, there is
no disputing the tremendous cost of
violence to our society and the pressing
need for addressing this explosive issue
head on.
That violence has arrived at the elite
club of problems labeled epidemic was
brought home to me recently at a meeting of many EAPs who were discussing
problems they encounkered in 1992. Violence in the workplace and in their
caseloads was one of the top responses.
The fact that violence has even been
mentioned by the EAP is a dramatic
symbol and reflection of the spillover of
violence from an isolated sector of society into the mainstream of working
America. The number of critical inci-

dents occurring within the workplace was.
such a rare event even a decade ago that
the prevalence of such episodes today
makes the contrast even sharper.
EAPs are now in the position of the
county sheriff—just about any problem
found in the general community will now
find its way into the workplace—and thus
to the doorstep of the EAP. Where the
annual report used to break down EAP
caseload by alcohol and drugs, family,
marital, financial, and legal, such assessment today requires a much finer gradation of issues, ranging from work stress to
eldercare.
Nowhere is this more evident than in
violence. Most workplaces are seeing the
spillover, some more dramatically than
others. The manifest anger at supervisors
takes many forms and has increased
dramatically in a downsized and sped-up
work environment. In the extreme, this
has resulted in shootings in the
workplace—a phenomenon virtually
unheard of a decade ago. However,today
the picture of a post office or a stockbroker office in shock after the shooting of
one employee by another is relatively
common on the nightly news.
A number of EAPs today have developed a capacity to deal with these
episodes through critical-incident
debriefing seminars or by hiring experts
in this area to work with the EAP and the
company in responding to violent episodes. In fact, a whole field has developed that specializes in such work, and a
handful of experts are kept quite busy on
these issues around the country. Nevertheless, when such incidents of violence
occur at a company, the EAP must often
deal quickly with the aftermath as it
traumatizes the work group and the
LMPLOY~EASSISI'ANCE
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company as a whole.
It is interesting to note that violence,
while portrayed as a one-on-one event, is
in fact a social issue that sweeps up and
affects the family and community surrounding the victim. Not unlike a bank
robbery,. those standing by can be as
traumatized as those directly affected.
Violence not only breaks down the civil
contract that. implicitly exists for most
settings, but shocks the system out of its
normal routine in such a fashion that it is
difficult to quickly return to "normal"
life—whether at work or at home. In a
real sense the community is the victim.
Thus, in a society in which violence is
so pervasive, the episodes become more
real and more frequent as the overall
violence index rises. In some workplaces,
violence gets expressed in quite a regular
fashion through verbal, and then physical, manifestations. In rare occurrences,
workplaces experience physical harm or
death brought by a disgruntled
employee, dissatisfied customer—or
even on some occasions random violence.

From this respect, the workplace is no
different than the community outside:
Violence is fast becoming an everyday
occurrence, and once one begins to look
at the manifestation of violence, big and
small workplaces are no different than
their external environment.
Consequently, despite the attention
placed on the perpetrator of the violence
and the immediate victim, the real victim
is often the community. There,ironically,
both the root of the problem can be
found and the most direct impact fElt.
What then is 'the EAP to do with this
rise of violence and its spillover into tl~e
workplace? On one level, some tend to
dismiss violence as a relatively infrequent event—and decide outside experts
can be used when and if it occurs. On the
other hand, the increasing likelihood has
most workplaces starting to develop a
capacity to deal with these events.
Consequently, many EAPs are part of
a trauma-intervention team or criticalincident group charged with responding
quickly to such incidents and minimizing
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Choosing an Adolescent Program
Whether the difficulty is low self-esteem, manipulation or substance abuse, employees often have
adolescents who are struggling more than ever to
make it in life. When an EAP or SAP detects the first
signs of these troubles—investigate. The earlier you
deal with the problem, the better. But don't ever
consider it too late to try.
For many, traditional counseling may suffice. But
don't stay for months with a program that isn't working.
If negative behavior continues or worsens, consider
other options. Here are some tips to locate a quality

one.
Initial screening. Consider the teenager's physical
and emotional health. Experiential programs where
students learn by "doing" may include vigorous
physical exercise that may compromise a medical
condition. With serious psychiatric conditions, contact
the program director first. Reject any program that
could compromise the teenager's mental or physical
health.
Ue./'ine yo~~r outcome. After screening out unsafe
programs, carefully consider the needs of the adolescent. Develop criteria to verify whether those needs
are met. If, for example, you seek increased selfesteem, decide on a behaviorally based evidence
procedure to evaluate whether self-esteem was
increased—better grades, different friends, compliance with family rules, more truthfulness with parents.
Then ask admissions personnel whether the program
has experience accomplishing those specific results.
Professional rescclts. Inquire about professional references. Programs that consistently receive students
from other adolescent providers, over several years,
have proven themselves consistently competent. Be
careful that professional references refer to the named
program you are considering, and try to confer with
colleagues who may be familiar with it. Some programs
may list professional references to other programs with
which their staff members were previously associated.
Client re./erences. Be extremely careful of programs
that do not provide personal references, offer only a
select few, or give only recent ones. Understandably,
most programs offer only favorable references. But it
bears remembering that not all adolescents are
guaranteed the same outcomes as these same
15

glowing testimonials. The more references, the more
likely your choice will be vaild.
Program longevity ai~.cl co~~atir~uily.

For various

reasons, many adolescent programs come and go. It
often takes a couple of years to hire and train staff,
develop a program and work out bugs. The longevity of
older programs can offer a good indicator of quality and
reliability. Be careful of new programs that add up the
experience of staff members to appear established
and reliable. Despite individual experience, new organizations and programs always take time to evolve.
Research-based outcon2e evalt.cc~tions. Program success depends on the standard of measurement or the
outcome evaluated. Inquire about a program's outcome studies: What specifically was evaluated? By
whom? Some programs have no such data. Others
point to general studies about their method of treatment, but not their own programs. Beware of programs
or approaches that claim to solve all problems or
guarantee success—especially if data are scant or
missing.
L'nviron.~nc~nt ~~~i~l fzrcili.ties. Investigate how a program uses its facilities and controls the student
environment. Inquire how the environment of the

program supports the methodology for personal
growth. Recall that many adolescents have not defined
their own conflicting, often subconscious desires, and
these can frequently lead to behavioral or emotional
dysfunction. Quality adolescent programs have skilled
methodologies to uncover out-of-conscious impasses
and resolve them. Ask what these are. See whether
the program gets beyond mere theory.
Length ofstay. Some programs relate results to this,
and unquestionably some length is necessary to get
results. But the real focus of quality is related to
methodology, skill of implementation, and history of
results. Some programs have demonstrated effective
personal growth in several weeks. Others take several
months.
Cost. Some programs incur mind-boggling costs—
not necessarily in direct proportion to quality. Do not
refer to a program that requires thousands of dollars in
unrealistic, inflated fees. The key is whether the
program cost-effectively produces the results the EAP
or SAP has defined above.
EMPLOYEEASSISTANC~
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the aftershocks and other tragic events
that occur on-site.
On a similar front, violence prevention
has also become a fashionable term
among communities becoming more paralyzed by repeated violence. In fact, most
urban communities have violenceprevention task forces and projects aimed
at reducing the unacceptable level of
violence, particularly among the young.
Now that violence is the leading cause of
death among many inner-city youth, the
community has desperately begun to try
to figure a way to prevent such violence.
Violence prevention is an interesting
concept. It presupposes that a community
group can develop effective strategies to
address the tearing apart of community
life from the type of violence that has
emerged over the past two decades. In
fact, the new CSAP will be focusing on
this issue, in part because the use of drugs
and alcohol is almost inevitably linked to
much of the violence found in our communities.
But think for a minute how difficult
such a project is. While we can look at this
from a community level, the overarching
roots may lie far beyond the local community. I am still amazed at the extent of
gratuitous violence found regularly on
television and in the movies. It is difficult
to rent a movie appropriate for kids
where violence is absent. In fact, I
recently walked out of Home Alone II
shaking my head over the amount of
violent behavior unnecessarily portrayed.
If violence is so deeply ingrained in the
American way of life, and the wild West
lives on, then any attempts at preventing
violence at the lower level will be severely
muted by such prevailing values and
practices on the larger societal level. If
stories of violence lead the headlines on
the nightly news, then we are in for a
tougher fight than any of us ever realized.
All of this comes back to violence in
the workplace as a real cause for concern
for EAPs. Because violence has become
so pervasive outside, many employees
feel less secure for their kids at school and
particularly after school Even getting to
and from work has become problematic
for many: It is a sad fact that workplaces
are also victims of an increasingly violent
society, and EAPs are now swept into the
violence-prevention business.

Euer bet A Pat Smashed ~

FRIENDS DON'1 LE1 FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK
U.S. Department of Transportation

z We Change Crisis
:~ Into Opportunity.
hen you are an adolescent in crisis, it is hard to
look up when the world around you is looking down.
IF your daughter cannot find positive solutions, and
no longer listens to you as a parent,then it is time
for change. At Mission Mountain School, we can help
you and your child turn this crisis irdo an opportunity
for growth and personal development.
We are a unique alternative to level-based
behavioral management programs. Mission Mountain
School is small, personal and provides a family-like
setting. Our program offers quality extended resi~
dential care, individually tailored treatment, college
preparatory academics, and outdoor recreation
within a therapeutic milieu. For more information
call, fax or write for our free brochure.

P.O. Box 980
Guest Ranch Rd.
Condon, MT 59826
406/754-2580
Fnx: 406/754-2470
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By Paul M. Roman, PhD
nvironmental awareness in EA
work does not concern recycling
burned-out EA workers. Instead
it focuses upon features of organizational
environments in which EA workers perform their roles. This is the fourth in a
series of columns on environmental issues.
The theme of EA environmental awareness is that certain features of organizational settings may undermine the fine
efforts of EA specialists. In sharp contrast,
however, in other settings the environment
may be so "EA-friendly" that minimalist
EAP inputs produce powerful results. Otherwise, organizational environments may
offer "synergism" by nurturing budding
attempts at intervention or rehabilitation.

clothes but may have no clothes at all.
Disappointed, they return to the business
of intervention and treatment.
But why does this scenario repeat itself
over and over again? This in itself may be
telling us a lot about American culture, and
the nature of its genuinely ambivalent
support for the treatment of behavioral
problems. Without doubt, there is a poverty
of innovative ideas for primary prevention.
We are all aware of the glittering but
impractical "change the world" solutions.
I am not offering any new primary
prevention strategies. I do, however, think
some gains could occur by reordering our
thinking about the primary prevention
potentials in the workplace.

PRIMARY PREVENTION. This column
opens discussion on how the work environment can act to prevent substance abuse,
psychiatric disorders and other EA behavioral-medical problems.
Primary prevention is at the other end of
the continuum from relapse prevention. By
primary prevention, I mean preventing in a
significant and measurable way the development of substance abuse and psychiatric
problems within the workforce.
Are there work environments supportive
of primary prevention? This is a question of
intense interest and discussion, but not a
recently invented idea. Rarely is there a
congressional hearing about treatment

IMPORTANT CAUTIONS. Before proceeding, there are two often-overlooked
but critical considerations in looking at
primary prevention. The first centers on
methods of evaluation.
A primary prevention strategy cannot be
considered efficacious without an evaluation that, in turn, involves a scientifically
legitimate form of experimental design.
Baseline measures are crucial to establish
the prevalence of a .particular problem
before any prevention measures begin.
It also means that great care must be
taken to compare carefully specified outcomes in at least two groups over time, one
which experiences the intervention and one
which does not—other groups may be
added to measure the effects of the
research itself. All other experiences must
be common across the two groups, which
must be identical at the baseline.
Basic as these considerations seem, they
are commonly ignored. Those considering a
particular technique must examine evidence generated through sound evalua-

needs for substance abuse or psychiatric
disorders without someone raising the question of primary prevention: "Why didn't we
invest our resources in stopping these
problems from occurring in the first place?"
Despite the invariable enthusiasm as the
bandwagon once again begins to roll,
onlookers soon learn that its centerpiece,
like the Emperor, not only has no new
20

lions. If there is none, be skeptical.
A second consideration is breaking
down the nature of primary prevention
efforts to more closely probe their
workplace dynamics. Such a classification
can help clarify what we are up to in these
various efforts. By so doing, we might
better understand the fogginess surrounding launching and assessment of different
efforts and point to areas of overlap.
We can classify forces of primary prevention into active efforts, passive efforts and
natural conditions—each important and
distinct yet typically confounded.
Active primary prevention is an intervention deliberately designed to change
behavior in a specified direction, and it
requires participation. Passive primary prevention involves a change in the environment within which people live or work—
often an alteration in the flow of specific
items into that environment from the
outside. Natural conditions are characteristics of the environment that may
have primary prevention consequences, but
that were not necessarily constructed or
designed for that purpose.
ACTIVE PREVENTION. Examples of
active primary prevention in the workplace
are wellness/health-promotion programming, stress-management programs, and
employee education efforts.
It might also be possible to consider EA
efforts as active primary prevention, but I
really don't think this is appropriate.
Within the definition of EA work developed by EAPA and the Employee Assistance Certification Commission, the very
best that EA efforts can do is identify and
intervene with problems early in their
development. This has typically been
defined as "secondary" prevention, but
EMPLOYEEASSISTANCE

such a distinction is somewhat arbitrary.
The examples of active prevention noted
above may be preventing target problems
of EA workers, but we will be the last to
know. Despite substantial literature about
wellness programs and physical health,
little is known about the impact on substance abuse and mental health. An exception is the work in Canada led by MarCin
Shain, which offers encouragement about
these prevc~~tive impacts.
Very little is known about the long-term
efficacy of stress-management programs.
While a great deal of data describe shorttermimpacts, evidence of long-term change
is not encouraging. Very little has been
reported about the primary preventive
impacts of substance abuse or mental
health education in the workplace. While
there is evidence that EA-related supervisory training is a worthwhile investment,
this is not the same as preventive education. Nor are data from school-based
substance abuse education programs
encouraging on this front.
PASSIVE PREVENTION. Several time-

worn sets of policies present iii warkplaces
are geared for the primary prevention of
employee substance use and abuse:
•Nearly universal rules proscribing the
presence of alcohol or drugs (including
burning tobacco) on workplace property.
• Varied rules geared to identify on-thejob users of alcohol and drugs and take
punitive action toward them.
Planners and theorists seldom emphasize
these policies and interventions as examples of primary preventions. Each contain
elements of "prohibition" about which
contemporary substance abuse "opinion
leaders" are ambivalent.
Where evidence is available, however,
these relatively minimal efforts seem to
have a real impact. Oddly, except for
non-smoking policies, these passive preventive efforts are rarely evaluated.
Another set of passive prevention tools
come from a more recent genre. While not
addressing the question of reducing the
absolute numbers of occurrence of a given
undesirable event, these strategies accomplish asimilar goal by reducing the numbers of occurrences of undesiraUle events at

specific locations, such as the work sites
where they are put in place.
These include employment-screei~iug
devices that embody a variety of measures
attempting to assess job aptitudes and,
often, the psychological stability of prospective employees. In this category are the
less commonly used polygraphs that afford
some screening of those who might tend to
betray their employers' trust. They also
include pre-employment drug screening
through urinalysis—and, to a much lesser
extent, use of tests purported to screen
applicants for evidence of alcohol abuse.
A third tool involves limiting health
benefits for "pre-existing" conditions—
discouraging those who, because of certain
chronic illnesses or disaUilities, could ultimately prove disruptive or costly to the
employer. Here again we find evaluations
rare. What is known suggests significant
impacts of these efforts in achieving their
stated goals. What is at issue, however, is
the ethical foundation of these goals.
Ro~n~ru is n rescorcG proJissor of sociology and director of
the Ce~r~er for Rra~enrch on Uevinuce and f3elmrioru! 1/enl~h
nt /he Univcrsily of Georgia.

"We had no where else to turn ...family therapy, counseling,
hospitalization, nothing seemed to help ...then we heard about
HERITAGE CENTER"

RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTE~3
FOR ADOLESCENTS

HERITAGE

A Sub-acute Psychiatric Treatment Facility for adolescents ages 12-18 with:
❑ Behavioral or Psychological Problems

❑Attention Deficit Disorder

❑ Oppositional Defiant Disorder

❑Learning Disabilities

❑ Chemical Dependency

❑Depression

❑ Dual Diagnosis

❑ JC,4H0 Accredited

— Facility Located in Orem, Utah —
"My son is a master at disrupting our home, he steals and

1(800)433-9413

lies constantly ..."
"If only we could get her a~.vay from her friends ..."
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Tate narrative Gelow presents a case study with afather-and-son
I~erspective of a teen-ager from his point of entry into the drug scene
to his grrlduntion from a wilderness program. EAPs and SAPs may
find it a~~propriate to refer to such a program when. presented with
adolescents whose dysfunctional behavioral and emotional patterns
ctre pn~•irciclarly resistant to change. This is especially so when
sleep-level denial is an tissue.
Suclt programa~, according to W. Jny Mitchell, who cofounded the
o~ae dc.rcr•ibecl Jaere, are not panaceas. Some, for example, will not
ucce~~t psychotic or vic~le~it adolescents. But for many adolescents,
these short-term ~~rograms sari work well as transitions to other
treatment, s•«c{~. ns rea~icler~.tial I~rograms, boarding schools, other
c.~~ten~lerl-lengl{c wilderness programs, or back to families who
~irtde~go counseling to change destructive past systems. Before
entt:rii~g a ~vilderriess program, detox is generally recommended—
u~a~l esse~~tial wit1~ addictions to such substances as cocaine or heroin.
It is wise to check the resources of the individual program on this
point.
Length of stay and treatment philosophy are also likely to vary
frgm program to program. Some,for example, extend as long as 18
months. Although students who.fail to meet the goals of the program
describes! can be asked to stay longer, it worksfrom a 21-day model.
That length is based on l0 years of experience and the program's
,stated pitirpose.of finding root causes of denial and emotional or
l~ehaviorul lnipasses (e.g. learned helplessness and other disabling
perceE~tions lltnt create cognitive dissonance and saGotage traditional
attempts at improvement).
This done, the couizrelors intervene to alter these change-resistant
beliefs anti empower the student to make ~~rogress in other programs
or self=development counselin~,~. The program presupposes that all
adolescents need to fee! in~porttwtt, ab(e to make n difference anc(
gi~idecl by a sense of purpose or destiny. The prngra»2 below use,+~
licensed caz~i~~i~elors w~io haue l?eer~ trained for al least ,six montl~~s in.
its therapeutic philosophy, whic~i iracarporntes eleme~its of satich
therapies as Ratioiaal Ern~tive Thertapy, Virginia Satir sya•tems,
Neuro-Linguistic Programming anti Ericksvnian hypnosis.

of energy was a "growth spurt." The euphoric to depressive mood
swings were just the "natural chemicals in his body at work." The
school work that plateaued and was now dropping in quality was his
"immaturity—once he gets settled in high school, all that will work
itself out," I told myself repeatedly.
I wish I had known then what I know now—that parents and
school staff need to be alert to all such warning signs: change in
grades or attendance, new friends .(especially associating with
known drug users or using drug language), dishonesty, altered
family relationships, shifts in dress style or appearance. They need
to be alert and they need to alert each other.
But I didn't know it then. To make certain drugs were not a
problem, I randgmly had the boys submit to urinalysis tests. If they
were going to have any brush with drugs, I wanted to know right
away,so I could help. Since the results were always clean, I was able
to assure myself that the drug problem wasn't touching our family.

remember well those smug years. Tlie tiii~es when my sons
were young, cute and imiocent. Those times when (believed
their good behavior came because of my parenting skills.
Whin ~I heard about problems with other children, I
remember remarking,that the parents must have done something
very. wrong to have kids getting into trouble.
My beliefs were rattled severely as my first son traversed puberty.
A divorce, a move and a new school added to the mixture. In
retrospect, Clad followed the fairly known course. His passage was
a volatile combination of breaking away and clinging to the family.
Bouts of rebellion, shouts of defiance—followed by times of loving
closeness.
During all those, Chid stayed on course in school, dabbled in
sports and hung out with a good group of friends. I expected Tyler's
course to follow Chad's, as he had tried to follow Chad so often
growing up.
I don't know when or where I lost Tyler. I remarried and Mardi.
became a great help.in raising the boys. Ty(er's mother, Corky, lived
close, giving liim two homes where he was loved and wanted. But I
completely missed the signs of trouble. Ever the optimist, I wrote a
lot of Tyler's warning signs off to the turbulence of puberty. His lack

One night when I was baked, my dealer at school-gave me some acid
and I tried my first hit. It was even easier to hide at home than the
bud.

-

\

~
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♦ ♦♦
First of all, let me introduce myself. My name is Tyler Nystrom. I
took my first toke of bud as a freshman in high school. By my
sophomore year, a friend and I were smoking it each morning
before school. It seemed funny to go to class so stoned that by the
end of class, I forgot what we just did. I then started to use more; but
I was having such a great time, it didn't matter.
♦ ♦♦
Tyler changed so suddenly it caught me completely by surprise. He
became sullen and withdrawn, would no longer help around the
house, and we started to catch him lying constantly. Things started
to disappear from both homes; including loose cash. Ater a
semester of telling us that he was doing, fine in all his classes, the
report card arrived home showing a 0.8 in grades.
♦ ♦♦

♦ ♦♦
In the emotional talks that followed his significant mood and
behavioral changes, I was shocked to learn Tyler felt alone and
isolated from me, isolated from his friends and could see no clear
reason to live. The tests still showed no sign of drug use.
I blamed myself for not being able to communicate clearly
enough with Ty the love I have for him. I started doing everything
I could to let Tyler make more of the decisions on issues affecting
his life, feeling I had been too controlling. He decided to drop out
of Eastside Catholic and go back to Issaquah High, and to split his
time and spend two weeks a month with his mother.
♦ ♦♦
Once back in Issaquah, I was with my old friends and my old dealer;

Illustration by Mary Ahern
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so my drug use continued and increased. It
was simple to fool my parents. I left the
house straight and came home straight.
Besides, they wanted to believe I was doing
better.

A
For `Teenagers
Discouraged with your teens behavior/performa~ace?
*Depressed
* Runaway
*Manipulator
* AUuse History
*Out-of-control

*Low self-esteem
*Alcohol/Drug use

*Anger due to adoption
*Bright Uut urunotivated
* Frustration with parents' divorce
*Expelled,suspended or dropped out.
*Relapse following residential treatment
*Rebellion against parental or school authority
*Strong desire to live outside home and family values

Effective 21-day impact program in Idaho. Departs weekly year
round. Boys &girls. l3-18 years. 7 maximum in group.
References provided. School credit in most cases. Experience
Mother Nature's consequences and learn life-sustaining skills.
Impacts low self-esteem and immaturity•brings most
teenagers out oftheir fantasy world and back to reality.

SUWS,INC. ADOLESCHNT PROGRAM

2068811113
P.O. BOX I71 RCllMOND, WA )8073
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At Bay Haven's Mental Health Division,
patients with emotional problems
are not forced into "pre-fab" programs.
Your involvement doesn't end with admission,
and care doesn't end with discharge.
Call us today to discover how a whoHstic approach can help.
• psychosocial rehabilitation
• psychiatric intensive care unit
• variable length of stay
• partial hospitalization

•dual diaguoeie (mental health and
chemical dependency)
•family education and support groups

Chemk~l Dependency
oncl Mental Health
Progroms
713 Ninlh Street
Bay City, Michigan 48708
1-800-826-7314 Toll free in Michigan or (617)894-3798
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...
Over the next several months everything
seemed well. Ty was very pleasant, and his
open, friendly and humorous spirit was
back, I breathed a deep sigh of relief that
the old Tyler was back with us. He tested
clean again. The only cloud on this scene
were his new friends.
Then a marijuana bong turned up in the
car, and red warning lights started to go on.
That night we had another very frank
conversation about drug usage. Tyler
assured me the bong was left by a friend
and that yes, he had tried "bud"—as he
corrected my '60s terminology for "grass."
Looking me straight in the eye, he sincerely
explained that bud and other easily available drugs had no fascination for him.
On Mother's Day 1991, after an argument with his mother,Tyler and two friends
took the car and disappeared in a cloud of
smoke. Kids in town reported hearing the
trio say they planned to rob 7-11 stores all
the way to Mexico. Once there, they would
be in charge of their own lives and live free.
After four days, Tyler called from L.os
Angeles. He was willing to come home
since the Bonnie and Clyde life on the road
was wearing a little thin. The next few
waiting days were very strained.
On the surface, when Ty got back, he
barely expressed remorse for the problems
he had caused. Just below the surface there
were flashes of anger, resentment and
deep-seated hostility. He said he really
didn't come back for us but because he
missed his friends. He couldn't see what he
had done wrong.
We took Ty to see a counselor, and the
school wisely required him to have a
professional drug evaluation before he
could come back. What a joke. I expected
some clinical testing which would show that
Ty had been using drugs and what those
drugs were. Instead, a counselor simply
asked Ty about his usage. Like many teens
asked about illegal behavior, Ty admitted
only the tip of the iceberg—a small, but
steady, amount of marijuana use and
bragged about recent use of LSD.
How could he have been using bud and
now LSD and the urinalysis have missed all
signs? My depression deepened as I
EMPI,OYF,EASSISTANCE

learned kids have a very effective underground channel of information on how to
beat any urine testing with a few minutes'
notice—such as natural herUs to take to
mask drugs.(I wish I had known then about
the ability to have his hair analyzed for the
proteins left from drug usage. This appears
to offer incontrovertible proof of use ar
abstinence.)
It was obvious Ty was in deep trouble.
~Ie needed more than we knew how to
provide. Counseling might Help—hut over
a longer term than 1 felt we had. He needed
to break the patterns he was in and get a
clear look at what he was doing to himself,
his potential, and his future life. Right now
he was convinced drugs were fine and not a
problem for him. We only had to get out of
nis face.
♦ ♦♦
Dad and I discussed drug rehab centers.
There is no way that I would agree to go in
one of those places for 30 to 90 days.

...
I called a number of treatment centers, and
was even more depressed to Icarn that in
this stale a parent cannot put his out-ofcontrol child in treatment unless the kid
agrees.'Iyler desperately needed the very
help he would not agree to receiving, and I
couldn't do a thing about iY.
Just as the despair seemed darkest and
fear that Ty would be lost forever was the
strongest, an exceptional thing happened.
One of our friends stepped forward end
shared in detail how they had faced similar
problems with Yheir sons. The ensuing
conversation was the first hopeful thing I
had heard in months.
The family had sent the sons to SUWS
Inc.—a Redmond, Wash., organization that
operates one of the nation's several wilderness programs. Theirs is a guided 21-day
therapeutic program in the high desert of
Idaho for teens with a variety of problems.
For the past dozen years, it has been
carefully structured to help diem develop
better selGesteem.
I remembered a tabloid TV program
seen the year before that focused on
alleged abuses of some wilderness programs. Our friends told us not to confuse
TV journalism and reality—that upstanding, successful programs do exist.
Steve said they sent their youngest son at
13, and it made an incredible difference. He
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A NEW SUPERVISOR
TRAINING PROGRAM
DESIGNED FOR USE BY
EAP PISOFESSIONA LS
IMPLEMENTING FACILIT Y
CLOS►NC WORKSHOPS.
During the time between the announcement of a facility closing and the
actual event, employees are expected to continue working, completing
existing projects on schedule, and preparing the company for the shutdown.
Problems of enormous magnitude frequently result;
.low morale
• work slow-downs
• increased use of
alcohol and drugs
• suicides

•absenteeism
•hospitalizations of
employees and family
members from stressrelated illnesses.

•threatened or actual
violence
•sabotage

The FACILITY CLOSING program provides EAP professionals with recommendations for working with company management. It provides managers and
supervisors with concrete tools they can use to gain control and "manage"
the change rather than be victims of it.
KEY UNITS: ■UNDERSTANDING CHANGE: The Impact of Job Loss; Loss of
Control; The Grief Process (2 - 2 1 /2 hours)
■
MANAGING YOURSELF DURING CHANGE: Know Yourself,•
Strategies for Coping (2 - 2 1 /2 hours)
■MANAGING OTHERS DURING CHANGE (2 - 3 hours)
PROGRAM COMPONENTS:
Leader's Guide, Two Video Presentations(12 and 30 minutes)and
7 Discussion Slides.
"Points for Review" pamphlets available separately.
PROGRAM PRICE: S425.00, plus 3%shipping/handling
3-DAY PREVIEWS AVAILABLE: 525.00 (applicable to purchase)

FLI

FLI LEARNING SYSTEMS, INC.
P.O. BOX 2233 •PRINCETON, NJ 08543-2233
~ (609)466-9000 •FAX (609)466-2333
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went from the drug scene to high school
graduation with a 3.9 and is now in the
University of Washington. They spoke
of a window of opportunity where kids
are open to change.
Groups of up to seven kids, from all
.over the country, leave Boise every
Thursday for 21 days, hiking up to 90
miles in the wilderness. A counselortherapist and two trained instructors
accompany them. They live in primitive
conditions, learning ancient survival
skills firsthand. They must use their wits and their new skills—such
as fire-making and trap-building—to live off the land. The process
of conquering real adversity helps develop their self-esteem.
Instructors stay with them constantly. They lead by positive
example—and use neither coercion nor force. Every few days
another trained counselor hikes out to meet the group and spends
one-on-one time addressing core issues.
SUWS co-founder George Church told me the program helps
participants understand choices are available, even during life's
tough times. And, he added, "This is something you are doing for
your son or daughter, not to them."
Convinced Tyler needed such a program, I fretted about cost but
decided it was worth it. The rest would be up to Ty. During the next
few days, I shopped for the few items he would need to bring,

New Dominion
School
in the
Wilderness
FOUNDED 1976
Residential treatment and
academic program for boys between
the ages of 11 and 18 experiencing
emotional, behavioral or academic
problems.
New Dominion School provides
a structured nurturing environment
which builds self-confidence, selfesteetn and self-dicipline.
Accredited by the Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools
Per diem $71.67

12 mo. $26,159.55

packed his bag and hid it in my car.
Once inside the airport I told Ty he
would be going on a personal growth
program. His only reply was a weak
"Oh God, not the desert."
♦e♦
I arrived i►~ Boise, and they were waiting
for me as I got off the plane. They even
had my photo. They drove us all out to
their place in the desert. I was stripped
and searched. I got to keep my boots,
socks and underwear. They gave rae pants, a shirt and one damn
thin wool blanket. I was scared to death.
Here are excerpts from my trail diary:
Day 1: It's hot as hell. I haven't eaten and I'm in the middle of
nowhere. I plan to get bitten by a rattlesnake so I can go home.
Day 2: I really hate it out here, and. it's only the second day.
Knowing that 19 more days lay ahead makes me want to kill my dad
as soon as I see him. He said this would be a good time for me to
think, yet all I can think about is how I hate him! It's not just him,
though, iYs my mom and step-mom also. I really have no one to go
back to except my friends.
Day 4: Living here with the bugs makes me sick. I have a nose
like a leaky faucet. It sucks having to get your water to a rolling boil
for 10 minutes. Sleeping isn't much better. You either make a coal

At De~ereux...
..we help to create brighter
futures. it has been that way
for 80 years.
Devereux — a nationwide network of
treatment centers — serves children,
adolescents, and adults who have a
wide range of emotional disorders and
developmental disabilities.
In psychiatric hospitals, residential centers,
and community programs, Devereux offers
quality treatment and a caring environment,
therapeutic educational and vocational
services, recreational pursuits and a host
of activities to hone daily living skills.

For information, call:
1-800-345-1292,ext. 3045
or 215-964-3045
Fax: 215-971-4600

,,, ~~f!
~~~
.iA++n

P.O. BOX 540 - DILLWYN, VA 23936
(804)983-2051 Fax (804)983-2068
2G
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Private, not for profit.
JCAHO-accredited, where
applicable,

Devereux
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bed or a shelter. To make a coal bed you dig a hole the size of your
torso, line it with rocks and make your fire on the rocks. Then when
the rocks are hot you cover them with dirt and sleep on them....I
want a chew!
Day 7: Today another silent hike, where you just hike and think.
I thought about how dad must feel about what I have been doing
this year. Yesterday Barbara opened my eyes for the first time. We
hiked all day in a huge circle around a mountain. When we arrived
back at the camp we were at the night before, we were all mad. She
said, "The trail is a lot like life, and you guys have been going in
circles." That made me think.
Day- 8: Sue, our field supervisor (counselor) came out today and
talked to us about our lives. I realized I have made a lot of bad
choices, and she is telling us how to go about making better ones.
God, I hope she is right.
♦ ♦♦
During the first week, students learn problem-solving skills and are
given the perception that they will be charged with life-or-death
responsibilities as part of n search-and-rescue team. While teaching
these basic skills, instructors also seek to exhaust the coping and
control techniques students have been relying upon. As students
become confused and open to choices, a trained counselor who
specializes in past causation work comes to the group and does
individual and group counseling to find the deep-level beliefs limiting
each student.
♦ ♦♦
Day 10: Wow—I'm halfway done with the program. The days really
seem to fly by now. It seems like only yesterday I was on the plane
to Boise. Last night we had another group talk around the fire.
Barbara asked us "WhaYs the one thing you need to work on?"
I said I needed to work on the fact that I'm so self-centered. That
I never think what I do will affect anyone else. With the drug issue,
I thought it would only affect me,but then I started stealing from my
family. With running away, it affected so many people. So now I
have to think about the ripple effect of everything I do.
Day 13: I can't believe I made it five days without swearing—one
more requirement out of the way.. Now all I have to do is get a
bow-drill fire.
♦♦♦
During the second week, counselors work on making the group a
cohesive unit. They must develop reciprocal, family-like relationships. Counselors work with instructors on individual treatment
plansfor each student. Since the instructors are with them 24 hours a
day, they create-experiences over and over again. that help students
confront and correct their limiting beliefs and see that they can
succeed. The counselor continues group and individual work,
refining treatment plans as needed. Group members are close during
the solo experiences, but the time alone gives opportunity for
integration of, and reflection upon,- the internal changes.

...
Day 16: As I write this, we are sitting nn the edge overlooking a
fantastic canyon. This part of the U.S. is just breathtaking. It is too
conli~r~~~ecl on page 2H
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"In a lonely, painfid world, I
struy,~led with my eating disorder, not
understanding myfeelings oEguilt, fear,
anger, self-hatred and self-doubt. Years
oFout-patientwunseling had failed
to help me overcome my disease. Obsessionswith myholy, food, dieting and
exercise controlled my life.'I'hen I
discovered Remuda Ranch.
located just60 miles northwest of
Phoenix in the beautiful Sonoran Idsert, this specialized treatment center has
heen designed exclusively for women
suffering with anorexia, bulimia, and
related prohlems. It's a restful oasis in
which to reflect, replenish, rediscover
and recu~~erate.

After carehil, comprehensive assessment of my eating disorder, an individualized treatment plan w~u desiKned
to meet my medical, psychological,
nutritional and spiritual needs. The
spiritual component is based nn a nondenominational Christian perspective.
I attended individual, group, and
family sessions ~~s well as educational and
nutritional classes. I also participated in
the equestrian program.
Through the power of tnist,
~niidance and love, the dedicated staff at
Remuda Kanch hel~~ed me rid myself of
tt~e destructive roots of my disorder.
~~~j
/QI /L L.~~.---"

know asking for help might be FriKhtening and difficult, but Remuda
Ranch offers hole for a new life.
C<tll 1-800-445-1900 rtorc~i
C,'r~llr ui•c~ ruir~iclerttiu/ Mosl rtaurcarrce ~uz~~[~led
Remuda Ranch rs listedin the top 10% ofthe nation's accredited
facilities by theJointCommissto~e on Accreditation ofHealthcare
Organtxatlo~rs(fCAHO)-your assurance ofthe highest/euelof
dediu~ted,professionaltreabnent.

~~/~~ ~~~~~l~J~t/~ Gi/

`~ D
Center for. Anorexia and Bulimia
Jack ~utdnn Road [3ox 2A81 W~ckenhurg. Anzona 8535A

1-800-445-1900
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ARE YOU INTERESTED IN REFERRING
TO A WILDERNESS TREATMENT PROGRAM?
HERE ARE FIVE QUESTIONS TO ASK:
1. Are you a state licensed chemical dependency program
or accredited by JCAHO or CARF?
2. Do you have independent outcome studies (follow up)
done up to 2 years?
3. Does the program treat chemical dependency as a
primary disease?
4. Is a proven therapy model carried out by Certified
Chemical Dependency Counselors?
5. Do you have a documented history of safety?
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Wilderness Treatment Center
200 Hubbard Dam Road
Marion, Montana 59925
406-854-2832

9~TERNAT~~

"Proven Effective"
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bad that I had to see it this way. I can't wait
to eat real food and see my family.
Day 18: I just got letters from my
parents. They told me how much they love
and care for me. I cried. It all seems funny
that three weeks ago I couldn't have cared
less about them, but they are the most
important thing in my life. I can hardly
wait to see them.
This program has. changed my whole
outlook on life. Life is something to be
cherished and used greatly, not to be
wasted away in a drunk or stoned state.
When I start school next year, people will
see a new 'Ij~ler Nystrom. Not Tylar the
partier, the druggie or the drinker. I hope
they see me as a person who is honest, kind
and hard-working.
Day 20: I am really an~cious for this day
to be over. Many thoughts have been
going through my mind, like tomorrow at
this time I'll be with my parents, tomorrow
I'll be clean and eating and tomorrow
night I'll be in a real bed with real pillows.
The only thing that separates me from my
parents is time and five miles. The five
miles I can hurry through, it's the time I
can't. Tomorrow at breakfast I think I am
going to go nuts trying to figure out what
to order. I want pancakes,bacon,sausages,
french toast, a large Coke, orange juice,
hot chocolate and a bagel with lots of
cream cheese.
♦ ♦♦

Sensitive, sophisticated,
individualized treatment
for adolescents with
acirt~ mental illness

Elegant, newly renovated residence
Extensive sports and recreation facilities
Complete clinical supervision and support, including:
Crisis intervention, stabilization and
treatment planning
/ndividual, group andfamily therapy
Specialized aggression control and
sex offender therapy
Substance abuse counseling and AA
and NA introductions
Psychopharmacology services
Academic schooling
Vocational ~rainin~;
Rchabilii~ilion program
Therapeutic recreation
In-home [~~Ilow-up
644 Stevens Road, Swansea, MA 02777
28
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1-800-479-8740 ,

During the third week, students take part in
intense search and rescue training. They are
not told whether the exercises are real or
contrived and have to respond accordingly.
The intensity ofstudent commitment to the
exercises helps gauge the extent to which
fundamental disabling beliefs have been
removed. The counselor continues individual and group work with a great emphasis
on the. students' will to live, have life
purpose and make a difference.
♦ ♦♦
While Tyler was fantasizing about food,
Mardi, Corky and I all drove to Gooding,
Idaho, hungry for information on how he
was doing. The night before the group
hikes out of the desert, the parents meet
with Sue (the counselor) for several hours
over dinner. She shared with us the diary
kept by one of the instructors detailing
events of the entire 21 days—a wonderful
insight to Tyler's experience.
EMPLOYLEASSISTAIVCE

During our private session Sue told us
about the issues she worked on with Ty
and the progress he has made. We had
plenty of time for questions and then she
gave us a letter Ty had written during the
two days he spent alone during his solo
experience—"Dear Dad and Mardi:
"I think being sent ouC here is something Ican never thank you enough for.
Out here I have realized how much you do
for me and how little I do in return. This
experience has definitely been an eyeopener to how I have been acting in the
past years. I'm at what seems like a
complete loss of words. The only things I
can think of saying are: I'm sorry for my
recent behavior, thank you for everything
you do, and most important—I love you.
"Also, being out here has instilled me
with a newfound sense of self-worth. I
know that I am a good person and people
care for me. A new sense of pride, the
pride of knowing I can do whatever needs
to be done, and a feeling of perseverance.
It feels good to know that no matter how
tough things get, I can and will get
through.
"I love you and can't wait to see you.
Tyler"
That evening I knew that the real Tyler
would be coming home with us for the first
time in years.
At 6:45 the next morning the parents
were led out of town to where the group
would hike.from the wilderness to meet us.
After what seemed like ages, we spotted a
small, dark, moving patch. Soon we were
walking faster and faster, and the dark
patch became a blurred group. I saw Ty,
and the next moment I was hugging this
very dirty, lean and tan young man. The
boy who left without waiving good-bye
now hugged me and said simply and
clearly, "I love you Dad."
♦ ♦♦
It's been almost two years since that June
1991 breakfast, and we have all come
down from the high shared there. Most
importantly, Tyler is clean and off- drugs.
He has made incredible efforts and
changed his entire set of friends. He
received school credit for a semester of
physical education, natural science and
social science, helping him to graduate
with his class.
Tyler Nysn•om is nnw n college shrdenl. Fred Nystrom is n
free-lance rvri~er. SUWS is focn(ed in Redntmid,. Wnslt., and
cav Ge reached n( (800) 929-4077 or, Le the Senfde nren, nl
(20G) 88l-717.3. Article aGove useA with perntission.
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When your employee comes back to work,

he won't come back alone.
That's because at Stuyvesant Square, our individualized inpatient and outpatient treatment programs are designed to help
recovering employees with the challenging transition to a productive,
chemical-free life. Our intensive inpatient treatment includes two full
years of Aftercare, and our outpatient program lets your employees
stay on thejob while getting treatment during convenient evening
.hours. The Aftercare and outpatient programs arejust two facets of
our comprehensive, hospital-based treatment approach which provides
our patients—your employees—with the knowledge,skills and support
they need to understand and overcome chemical dependence.
To find out how we can help your chemically dependent
employees become productive again, please call us or write for our
brochure.

Stuyvesant~ Square
The Chemical Dependency Treatment Program
of Beth Israel Medical Center
170 East End Ave. at 87th St., New York, NY 10128

(212)870-9777
Circle 27 on card.
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Many students today face environments where the way they look is a
life-or-death issue, and EAPs have to be prepared to help
awson Jones was killed in an early
morning robbery spree last fall by
one of three crack-crazed teenagers
who had been cruising neighborhood streets. Testimony by the youths
revealed, "They really didn't have any
personal reasons to shoot Jawson, but they
just liked the way the jacket sparkled in the
light of the street lamps." The police
reported that Jawson was forced to the
ground and when he failed to surrender his
jacket, he was shot twice at close range.
• An 18-year-old girl was killed last
October in a Midwestern city when she ran
afoul of a pair of teen-age girls driving
around with an 18-year-old boy. Of their six
victims, only this girl resisted. She was
forced to the ground and shot three times at
close range by one of the girls in the car.
The take was a pair of Adidas athletic
shoes, a necklace, a baseball cap and three
leather coats.
• In September 1991, a Chicago youth

was killed by an acquaintance outside his
high school—the take on this one was his
$120 Triple F.A.T. Goose Parka and a pair
of Michael Jordan Nike Air Pump shoes,
valued at $100.
• A satin Cincinnati Bengals jacket for
which an 18-year-old boy killed another, is
now the coat no one wears—it sits on a
Chicago jail shelf waiting as evidence.
So why are teenagers literally dying for
these jackets, shoes and sports items? Why
would kids be willing to kill and die for
athletic jackets? As EAP counselors deal
with parents who ask these questions, it is
important to take a hard look at the facts in
this matter.
CASE IN POINT. A Few weeks ago, a
lovely, soft-spoken woman came to discuss
some family problems she was experiencing. When she entered my office, she
explained she felt a little uncomfortable for
taking the time of the employee assistance
By Mary Ann Pillman, MSW

program to discuss her "trivial" concerns.
She profusely apologized for such a bothersome complaint, but stated the problem
was effecting her concentration at her job.
This 44-year-old, single mother of four
boys began by telling me she struggled
making ends meet—yet she felt pressured
by her adolescent sons to purchase expensive clothing. Her two youngest sons
insisted. they be outfitted in Chicago Bulls
Jackets and Nike Pump shoes.
She told me of many recent arguments
with them and Felt it was a constant struggle
to make the children understand the unrealistic expense of this clothing—and the
consequences involved in wearing it.
She regretted leer earlier, nearly fatal
decision to purchase a L.A. Lakers wool
jacket for her 18-year-old son. A group of
gang members pulled him aside at knife
point to question his jacket and implied the
colors of the jacket were an insult to their
gang.

Because of this attack on her older boy
and because of the pressures from the
younger sons, she needed some guidance
on how to handle the requests of these
other children.
At the same time my client was expressing these concerns, the national networks
were airing a popular commercial. Michael
Jordan of the Chicago Bulls is pounding
down the basketball floor, heading for
another 360-degree slam dunk. Behind him
his most loyal fan, Mars Blackmon, stares
in amazement.. After Jordan returns to the
ground, Mars (portrayed by film director
Spike Lee) shakes his head and exclaims:
"Is it the shoes? It's got to be the shoes!"
A MATTER OF MESSAGES. For many
teenagers, It is the shoes! Advertisements
like this, along with many others featuring
regional sports heroes of NBA and NFL
fame promote the ultimate status symbol
among inner city and suburban youth from
elementary school upward. The whole
problem forces the question: Are sporting
goods makers and promoters giving children the wrong message about the importance of clothes?
Operation Push, aChicago-based watchdog organization instigated a boycott of
Nike products. in retaliation for these
advertisements. More recent commericials
have shifted focus from the magic of such
items as Air Jordan shoes to stay-in-school
and anti-drug messages.
An upset Spike L.ee was quoted by
Update as saying, "These senseless crimes
are occurring not because of an advertising
campaign, but because the people who are
doing the killing have screwed up values.
To them, life is cheap because they don't
feel life has anything to offer."
Is Spike Lee right? Are the manufacturers wrong? Charles Patrick Ewing,
author of When Children Kill, argues that
the confluence of several trends is foreboding. Among them: continuing proliferation of guns, increases in numbers of
abused and neglected children, hefty juvenile poverty rates, and a 7.7 percent
projected increase in the population of
children aged 5 to 17. He predicts this will
be the bloodiest decade ofjuvenile violence
ever seen (U.S. News &World Report,
April 1991).
For some kids, the oily way to satisfy
their yearnings is to use guns, power,
violence, force, and earn the "tough reputation." These material goods—sneakers,
coats, jewelry, hats—offer a fast route to
personal attention. Fast money from drugs
offers a way to get them.
MARCH 1993

I recently interviewed more than 50 high
school students from the Chicago area and
found their comments supported the aforementioned reasons and fears involved with
flashy dressing. Most also said they felt
"cool" when they had the right shoes and
jackets. And most said their parents object
to the clothes for monetary and safety
reasons.
According to Dr. Eric Plaut, an Evanston, Ill., psychiatrist, "It is the success of
the black male in the athletic world that
lends the jacket its special totem-like
power, and sports figures are the only
successful role models young blacks see.
"There is always a sense of desperation
in this kind of violence. You put the desire
to emulate the sports figure along with the
lack of resources to achieve this material
possession, and this can precipitate a
violent act." (Plaut, 1992)
This "totem-like" image is not, however,
just a black male problem. Teens of all
races turn to such dress to bolster selfesteem, and violence occurs among all
teens of all races, especially when gang
symbols and colors enter the picture. To
wear the L.A. Raiders' insignia in Denver's
public school system is cause for suspension
because gangs have adopted such symbols
to promote their turf awareness. In Los
Angeles, the Washington Redskins' uniforms have become popular with a certain
gang, and in some Southern L.A. schools,
all NFL gear, especially the popular satin
starter jackets, are ruled out of bounds
(Newsweek, 1992).
INNOCULATED TO VIOLENCE? In
the elementary school child, many factors
can promote later violent acts. American
children watch an average of three to four
hours of television daily, and it plays a
demonstrably powerful role in shaping
their behavior and developing their value
system.
Take a critical look at evening television
if you haven't lately. Today's typical show
is far more violent than those who grew up
a generation ago would ever have believed
possible. Court documents nationwide provide repeated proof of crimes that follow
Hollywood scripts—sometimes to the tiniest detail.
According to research from the chid
psychiatry department of Rush Presbyterian St. Luke's Medical Center(RPSLMC)
in Chicago, children and teenagers relate
television experience to violence-related
outcomes (RPSLMC,(9)2).
The RPSLMC research has pinpointed
contiruied on page 32
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• Established in 1979
• Helping build solid
foundations for the future
• Gender speafic
• Structured daily treatment
• Professional staff
• Approved by most
insurances
• Impaired Professionals
Tract
• Sexual Compulsivity Tract

COPAC

1-800-446-9727
CENTER POR WOMEN
406 MARQUIS STREET
JACKSON,MS 39206

CENTER FOR MEN
1523 HIGHWAY 43 N.
BRANDO[J, MS 39042

JCAHO Accredited
„In discipline and Honesty there is Freedom"

several key findings. Children tend to:
• Imitate the violence they observe on
television.
• Identify with certain characters, victims
and victimizers.
• Become immune to the horror of violence.
After numerous exposures, children
gradually accept violence as a way of life
and tend to interpret that violence as a way
to solve their own problems.
Television crime shows depict violence
as pervasive, sanitized and bloodless,
according to George Gerbner, a specialist
on media violence at the University of
Pennsylvania's Annenberg School for
Communications.
"By the time a child is of school age, he
or she will have been thoroughly conditioned into projecting on what we call a
mean world, in which most problems are
resolved through violence."
Gerbner points out that body counts
often double and triple in sequels of action
films such as "Robocop" and "Rambo"
(Worthington, 1992)
EAP counselors can remind clients that

parents should start to address these problems early on with children and play a key
role in lessening the acceptability of using
guns and violence to solve differences.
EAP counselors can work with the
clients in an attempt to address parenting
issues related to delayed gratification.
Instead of accepting immediate gratification of a child's every whim, set limits and
goals before a child can obtain that special
want or need. Help parents learn to set wise
limits on what they will spend on their
children.
CHILDREN WHO STEAL. EAPs can
address another component of the theft and
violence problems by informing and educating parents about the motivations and
implications of children who steal from
other children.
It is normal for a very young child to take
something that does not belong to him—for
example, a toy that he wants from another
child. The act is not usually regarded as
theft until the child is old enough to
understand right from wrong (RPSLMC
Pamphlet, 1991). Among older children,
however, stealing is often driven by other

Circle 29 on card.

• Multiple levels of care
– Medical detox
– Residential
– Intensive outpatient, day and evening hours
– Outpatient services
• Alternatives to expensive inpatient care
• Tlexible length of stay based on your employee:~
needs
• Rapid admission and frequent communication
with EAP counselors
• High ratio of recovering staff members
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issues—such as taking clothes to try to
satisfy a deficient sense of self-worth.
PROGRAMS FOR PREVENTION.
Given this culture of violence and the
deep-rooted insecurities and poor selfesteem rampant among today's youth, what
do we do about all these street crimes of
fashion?
Some high schools around the country
have taken a punitive approach. Armed
security guards patrol the school. grounds.
Metal detectors check students upon arrival
and departure from school. Locker
searches are a normal daily occurrence.
In Dallas, for example, school authorities have tripled their supply of airport
metal detectors this year and are scheduled
to implement random sweeps of all schools
beginning this month.
But these procedures, unheard of 10
years ago, sound more like prison rules
than high school rules.
Dress codes specifically dictating what
attire is appropriate—and, especially, what
not to wear—have again become a staple of
high school handbooks and regulations.
Since most crime in high schools is theft,
many students are shunning problematic
clothing voluntarily or by a ban in the dress
code. Gang identification and colors seems
to top this list (Scholastic Update).
Interestingly, when Ann Landers
addressed this topic in her April 6, 1992
column, she received a flood of 12,000
letters. The consensus was that school
safety requires the cooperation and input of
parents, peer groups, teachers and community. Security measures and long lists of
rules alone do not suffice.
COMMUNITY EFFORTS. Irma Walker,
director and founder of Milwaukee's Dress
Smart and Stay Alive program,says her city
has developed a unique, effective program
that not only involves the police department but also school administrators, ministers, parents, teachers, community businessmen, shopping mall merchants and the
mayor.
With. business interest and support, city
leaders launched the program to educate
parents and teenagers about the concerns
of fashion and violence. The simple message, "Dress Smart and Stay Alive," has
popped up on billboards communitywide.
In essence, this Milwaukee program
gives parents and children a new perspective on dealing with the pressures of
clothing. It helps youChs realize that looking cool is not worth risking life.
MARCH 1993

As the 1990s unfold, EAPs will doubtless
have increasing opportunities to lend their
time and guidance to social-responsibility
programs similar to Milwaukee's. Groups
are cropping up in numerous urban and
rural areas: stay in school programs, peer
counseling programs, peer pressure reversal and positive peer pressure groups,
church groups and anti-gang groups.
EAPs can. play a role in such programs,
helping to clearly convey to youth and
parents that they are in control of their lives
and that respect for. self and others is
crucial. We cannot stop teenage acts of
violence, but we can try to instill new

thinking and values within the families with
whom we work. We can offer the assistance
and guidance of our ideas and experience.
The main message to relay to the youth is
that someone cares about them. We as
EAP counselors must open the doors for
working parents and others who come to us
to help relay that understanding.
Pillmnn is n recem grn~l~m~e of(he Jnne flddn~ns Schoo! of
Socin! Work a~ die University of l/finois wide n co~ice~ilrn~ioir
in employee assismnce studies.
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There are some teenagers who just can't seem to get out of the way of
trouble. The law,drugs,school,even (heir families are always crossing
them. Depression,disruptiveness,even violence aze always the result.
Yet there is something you can do for chronically difficult teens. There
is a place.that understands what teens need around them,while they're
changing inside.
Lovellton Academy is just that because it's designed to treat,educate
and motivate problem teenagers the way they appreciate and respond
to. With others,like them,they share thoughts and dreams.In that group,
they gro~v as individuals.They develop a picture o(happiness.
For in(onnation contact L.ovellton Academy,708/695-0(177,or write
6W Villa; Elgin, Illinois 60120.

Lovellton Academy
A F~~rest Health System Affiliate
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oped the skills necessary for managing
such exposure. For these reasons, we
generally do not recommend immediate
interventions.
Those supporting such services argue
that the recovery process can begin
sooner when personnel respond
immediately. From this point of view,
survivors with strong, acute responses
can be medically treated and information provided about immediate coping
skills. Further,some organizations insist
on immediate responses for their personnel, and it may be difficult to refuse
these "requests." Each EAP should
carefully consider these and other factors when deciding to provide "on-site"
responses.
A major program consideration for
EAPs is the maintenance of posttrauma services once established. Several factors hinder the continued existence of these programs.
First, people tend to avoid considering exposure to traumatic events at
work. Thoughts of the potenti<il dan-

gers in a work setting may trigger
uncomfortable anxiety. Information
about the post-trauma program is often
avoided.
Second, post-trauma programs may
be idle for long periods of time when
potentially traumatic events do not
occur. Inactivity works against program
maintenance.
Third the post-trauma program
depends on relationships among
management, employee assistance pro-.
fessionals and employees. All must
communicate effectively for the program to operate, and important contacts may diminish over time and hurt
the program. (Barnett-Queen and
Bergmann, 1988c).
As a result of these factors, the
planning process for post-trauma programs should include careful consideration of program maintenance. A number of strategies have been used by
other post-trauma programs including
regular public-relations campaigns,continuing education and the use of posttrauma advisory councils.

Two final program notes: 1) Providing post-trauma services is a specialized
area. All providers should receive adequate training in post-trauma responses
and skills training for all interventions.
2) Apost-trauma program requires EA
professionals who do not suffer from
the long-term consequences of repeated
exposure to traumatic incidents. This
requires, therefore, a formal meehanism for. psychological debriefing of
providers. It is often helpful to locate
and contract with providers from other
organizations to be on call for "debriefing the debriefers."
EAPs will be increasingly involved in
responding to traumatic events. To
avoid the problems associated with
unplanned, emergency interventions,
employee assistance professionals
should carefully consider the organizational and program-component issues
associated with these services.
Bergmm~ie and Dnrne~l-Q~tee~t nre co•directors of Posh
7Ynunm Resources, formerly Counseling and Rendjusmrenl
Services, npost-trmu~m Irenlmeia~ center in Cohunbin. S.C.
Referencesfor this article nre nvnilab[e upon request.

Alcohol and Chemical Dependency
Treatment Services

ENSURE Personal Alcohol Tester
Now

there is a personal breath
alcohol tester as accurate as
those used by the law enforcement officials.
It is small enough to fit in a shirt
pocket, and uses a 9 volt
alkaline battery so you can carry
it with you and use it anywhere.
ENSURE gives you the informalion you need to avoid a
mistake that can change
your life.
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For more information, contact us ai
the address below.
Alcohol Countermeasure Systems
1009 Grant Street, Suite 104
Denver, CO 80203

Including:
■
Detoxification Program
■
Women's Track
■
Pregnant Women's Track
■
FAAST Track
Family Program
■
■
Gender Issue Groups
■
Sobriety Maintenance
■
Continuing Care

Telephone 303 863-9801
Fax 303 863-9803

ALCOHOL
COUNTERMEASURE
SYSTEMS
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800-724-9440

914-831-3500

Saint Francis Hospital Beaeon Division
60 Delavan Avenue s Beacon, NY 12508
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Memorial Fund
To Offer Help
For Addiction
The Addiction Resource Society has
established a memorial fund in memory of
Cris Masten, an employee and recovering
individual who died Dec.22 after dedicating
her life to helping obtain addiction
treatment for those who needed it.
The fund will be used to help those
suffering from alcoholism and/or drug
addiction who lack the financial resources
for access to treatment. For more
information, contact Dan Libutti at (800)
626-9355.

Investigator Key
To Handling
Harassment

say,

Choosing a competent investigator is
one of the most critical components of
successfully responding to sexual
harassment allegations, according to
Property &Casualty magazine.
George and Alice Head, respectively
vice president of the Insurance Institute of
America and a risk management
consultant, recommend an upper-level
EAP or personnel employee of impeccable
character and special training in such
probes. They say such inquiries should be
very prompt and have two goals:
determining whether such harassment
occurred and preventing it from happening
in the future.
A firm's investigative and recordkeeping techniques constitute the first line
of defense against any EEOC charges or
private lawsuits, the authors
including
wrongful-termination suits that assail
sloppy record-keeping as the basis for
dismissals.

Judge: Alcoholic
Not Eligible For
Handicap Status
A federal judge in Philadelphia rejected
the handicap discrimination claim Feb. 8 of
a Postal Service employee fired for
exceeding the number of absences set by a
"last-chance" agreement.
MARCH 1993

Phyllis B. Golson-El alleged that as a
recovered alcoholic participating in an
EAP,she deserves the protections afforded
by the 1973 Rehabilitation Act, according
to Daily Labor Report.
The court held that the last-chance
agreement, which Golson-El voluntarily
entered, was a reasonable attempt to
accommodate the plaintiff's alleged
handicap. Judge Marvin Katz found that
failure to satisfy the agreement was the
reason for termination—a reason not
causally related to her alcoholism.
In October 1990, the union, Postal
Service, and plaintiff signed alast-chance
agreement. The document cited her
"disease of alcoholism" and her
"agreement to solicit assistance from the
EAP Program." It warned that
unscheduled absences exceeding 3 percent
of her scheduled work hours would be
grounds for immediate dismissal. From July
1991 to January 1992, Golson-EI was
absent 78.64 hours, activating that
provision. She contended no absences were
because of alcoholism, but rather involved
illnesses beyond her control.

EAP, Other Risks
Merit Role For
Risk Managers
Risk managers need active involvement
with company benefits departments
because their decisions can affect more
than one-third of payroll costs, according to
Business Insurance.
Benefits and human-resource issues
present liability risks, Joe Timmins of The
Wyatt Co. in Ottawa said. In Canada, for
example, EAPs represent one of the
fastest-growing benefits. He advised firms
to carefully weigh internal vs. external
services. He cited referral to a counselor
who sexually harasses or abuses an
employee as a possible EAP risk.
Timmins also said changing
demographics and more early retirees have
made retiree benefits exhibit risks worth
managing. Risk managers can help protect
firms from growing costs via stop-loss
insurance, counsel on plan design and
proper communication.
While the benefit manager may focus on
benefits first and costs second, the risk
manager is likely to reverse the emphasis,
providing needed balance in the benefits
department, he said.

EAPs Gould Get
Boost From New
Testing Regs
A rulemaking proposed by the U.S.
Department of Transportation could add
4 million employees to the agency's
workplace testing program for illegal
drugs by including random alcohol
testing.
And those changes could be a boost to
more than 5,000 Certified Employee
Assistance Professionals in the United
States.
In mid-December,-the DOT proposed
some 2,200 pages of regulations needed
for the Omnibus Transportation
Employee Testing Act of 1991. The
deadline for commenting on the
proposed rules is Apri115, 1993.
These federal regulations are the first
recognizing the CEAP and requiring the
certification, and they could create jobs
in assessment, referral and follow-up,
according to the Legislative &Public
Policy newsletter.
When fully in place, the regulations
would mandate alcohol testing for nearly
7 million commercial truck drivers,
airline crew members, mechanics and
other transportation employees.
Implementation could mean
additional opportunities for CEAPs and
other substance-abuse professionals to
work with employees who test positive in
random testing programs—including: (1)
evaluation and mandatory treatment
referrals (when appropriate) of
employees testing positive and in returnto-work situations and (2) an hour of
training for supervisors to help them spot
the signs and symptoms of alcohol abuse.
Transportation employees whose
blood-alcohol level falls between .02
percent (11/i glasses of beer or wine for a
160-pound man) and .04 percent could
not perform any safety-related duties for
at least eight hours or until later retesting
showed the level had dropped to less
than .02 percent. For the general public,
the level is a more relaxed .10 percent.
Violators could face license suspension
or revocation.
The proposed rule lists five occasions
for such testing; pre-employment,
random, back-to-work, post-accident
and safety-sensitive. —By Sonny Jenne
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conservative estimate of individuals suffering traumatic brain injury on an annual basis approaches 2
million people—with 500,000 experiencing injury
severe enough to require hospital admission
(National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke, 1989).
Although 75,000 to 100,000 people will die from such injuries,
most of the injured will live and seek return to gainful employment,
thanks to modern medical treatment and emergency procedures.
The highest incidence rate of the disability is between the ages of 15
and 24, with males outnumbering females by at least a 3-to-1 ratio.
About two-thirds of the injured have been involved in a motor
vehicle accident.
The import of traumatic brain injury (TBI) as a major economic
and health concern evolves from the youth-oriented population
and survivors' expectations of normal life spans while experiencing
cognitive impairments that are not always evident even to
themselves.
Traumatic brain injury can have some significant effects on
individuals' functioning that require clarification. A review of
Washington State labor and industry acciden+ Sara ~„oQP~r~
well-documented orthopedic and other physic
efforts occur that often overlook crucial factors.
an individual may have suffered a concussion c
accident and may be experiencing cognitive c
(sometimes subtle) that have not been evaluated
treated.

Secondary results of the injury can include loss of oxygen (anoxia),
intracranial pressure, caused by swelling (edema), or bleeding
(hemorrhage).
Traumatic brain injury falls into one of three categories: mild,
moderate, or severe. A mild brain injury involves about 85 percent
of those with traumatic brain injury. People with such injuries
generally have little (less than 20 minutes) or no loss of
consciousness, post-traumatic amnesia of less than one hour, and a
Glasgow Coma Scale score of 13 to 15 when taken in the emergency
room. Most return to work and can adjust within a short period of
time.
Others, however, complain of consistent difficulties with
headaches, dizziness, irritability, anxiety, blurred vision, insomnia,
susceptibility to fatigue, concentration, or memory difficulties for
weeks and months after the injury—issues that are not so "mild"
and affect daily functioning. For them, it is often important to
clarify the actual cognitive deficits being experienced, identify
emotional reactions to subtle or cognitive losses, and attempt to
clarify what may be more of apost-traumatic stress disorder from

BIOMECHANICS AND SEVERITY. Traumatic brain injuries can be penetrating (open)
or non-penetrating (closed). Penetrating injuries tend to involve gunshot wounds, with the
resulting impairment being more localized. In
non-penetrating injuries, the damage is caused
by the impact of the head hitting another
surface, which results. in the brain being
bruised at the point of contact.
Other brain impairment can occur through
the brain's shifting in the skull because of the
impact and damage to brain tissue occurring
on the.opposite side from the point of impact
(a contrecoup effect). Other, more widespread
damage can occur diffusely within the brain
through the twisting movements of the brain
within the skull caused by the injury's impact.
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Traumatic brain injury. The words can
be frightening, To the patient, the family
and even to an EAI'. But EAP's hardly
ever see these cases. , . or do they?
Do any of your clients e~ibit the
following signs?
•unexplained character change
•unexplained loss of memory
•Basily confused
•a reduction in problemsolving skills
•explosiveness
It is very possible they have suffered
a traumatic brain injury.
You can begin to rule this out by
asking these questions. Have you ever
had a head trauma? Have you ever.been
unconscious due to a fight or car wreck?
Have you ever been physically struck
in the head?
If you have any "yes"answers, it
maybe time for a closer look at Cypress

Creek Rehabilitation Center Our staff
has over 20 years of success in treating
traumatic brain injury and aggressive
behavior, and includes medical doctors,
a speech therapist, a neuropsychologist,
a physical therapist and certified chemical dependency counselors.
Because head-injured persons
are often incapable of conducting the
abstract reasoning or the insight necessary to grasp the fundamentals of
traditional psychiatric or chemical
dependency programs, treatment must
be commensurate with capabilities and
address their special needs.
Cypress Creek Rehabilitation
Center. Because head-injured people
need specialized treatment...the
kind you find at Cypress Creek, For
more information on head injury or
Cypress Creek Rehabilitation Center,
call 1-800-666-3878 today

CYPRESS CREEK HOSPITAL
17750 Cali Drive •Houston, Texas 77090•(800)666-3878
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the injury experienced.
Moderate traumatic brain injuries
involve about 10 percent of all injuries and
are characCerizecl by a }~criod of unconsciousness or post-traumatic amnesil from
one to 24 hours, ar a Glasgow Coma Scale
score between 9 and 12. These individu~~ls
can experience more severe cognitive
impairments in diverse neuropsychological areas of functioning such as absCraction; aspects of memory, attention and
concentration; language capaUilities; sensory and motor concerns and compromised cognitive efficiency or higher-order
planning.
The most severe category of traumatic
brain injury involves about 5 percent of all
those experiencing the disability. These
people generally experience a period of
unconsciousness for 24 Hours or mart,
post-traumatic amnesia of eight days or
mare, or a Glasgow Coma Scale score of 8
or below. These individuals can have
diffuse and severe cleficiCs in several areas
of cognitive functioning. The natural
return-t~o-work history of those with this

level of severity has been between 23
percent and 30 percent (Halley and Lewis,
1)89), but more recent studies supported
by the National Institute of Disability and
Rehabilitation Rcse~rch indicate ret~u~nto-work rates varying between 3J percent
and 77 percent (Fraser et al., 1)90).
EAP/HR INTERVENTION. For those
drawn into the concerns of a TBI
employee, one of the first primary issues is
clarification of cognitive assets and deficits, identifying emotional concerns
related to potential cognitive losses, and
establishing whether a post-traumatic
stress disarder is a concomitant of the
injury. For effective intervention, these
issues need to be clarified as soon as
possible.
To clarify cognitive concerns it is impartant to locate a competent neuropsychologist for assessment purposes. This
is often an individual who has a specialty
board certification in neuropsychology
through the American Board of ProPessional Psychology (ABPP)/American
Board of Clinical Ncuropsychology

(ABCN). If an individual does not have
this board certification, the American
Psychological Association (1989) considers these elements essential for establishing neuropsychological competency:
• Successt'ul completion of systematic
didactic and experiential training in neuropsychology and neuroscience at a
regionally accredited university
• Two or more yelrs of appropriate
supervised training, employing neuropsychological services in a clinical setting
• State or provinical licensing and certification to provide psychological services
to the public.
For a TB1 client, a simple assessment of
IQ using a Wechsler Adult Intelligence
Scale-Revised or other instrument simply
provides ton limited a perspective nn the
individuaPs cognitive functioning. Irrespective of emotional issues, it takes the
skills of a competent neuropsychologist to
understand the pattern of cognitive assets
and deficits across areas such as problemsolvi~~g, attention and concentration,
memory, sensory-motor integration,
receptive and expressive language capabil-

The Facts are...
ti• Every 15 seconds someone in the United States receives a brain injury.
❖ Over 2,000,000 brain injuries occur each year:
~►• Brain injury is the leading killer and cause ofdisability in children/young adults.
❖ Young men between ages 15 to 24 have the highest rate ofinjury.
y► 4fthose who survive,90,000 will acquire life-long debilitating loss offunction
ti• Motor vehicle ct-ashes cause 50%,falls tota121%and sports injuries cause 10%.
•v► A survivor ofa severe brain injury typically faces 5 to 10 years ofintensive
services, totalling an estunated lifetime cost exceeding $4,1100,400.
All of these statistics are startling. What is more startling is the only known cure
for brain injury: prevention. For the past 10 years, TLC has been an international
leader in the field of brain injury rehabilitation. To learn more about brain injury,
its prevention, or the services available to persons with brain injuries, call TLC at
1-800-TLC-GROW.
.~.
~. `,~ ~-J
The Transitional Learning Community at Galveston
1528 Fostoffice Street, Galveston, TX 77550 ♦ 1-800-TLC-GROW /(409) 762-6661
0 Statistics from the Inle~a~ency Head lni~ Task Force RepoA, February, 1989, National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Slroke.
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.
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ities, visual-spatial abilities, and higher
level cognitive efficiency.
ADA IMPLICATIONS. Title I of the
Americans With Disabilities Act emphasizes reasonable accommodation in the
selection and employment process for
people with disabilities. People with TBI
can profit from reasonable accommodation, given basic capabilities to perform
the essential functions of the job.
Many in the field- of rehabilitation
consider low- or high-tech assistive technology the obvious job-related support for
an individual with TBI. The September
1992 issue of the Journal of Head Trauma
Rehabilitation is replete with examples of
computer technology as applied to the
job-related concerns of people with TBI.
We believe, however, that this emphasis
on using computers is out of balance with
more common employment accommodations used by people with TBI. We suggest
that assistive technology or reasonable
accommodation could be considered
under three standard categories of intervention: procedural changes, work-site

modification, and use of low- or high-tech
equipment. It should be noted, however,
that for most individuals with a TBI (for
many even with learning disabilities) the
most valuable accommodation may not be
obvious.
Determining an suitable intervention
can require the expertise of neuropsychologist, rehabilitation engineer or assistive
technologist and employment specialist.
PROCEDURAL INTERVENTIONS.
Modifying the process for accomplishing
activities tends to be among the most
low-cost interventions. For example, in~
interviewing, this might simply involve
oral administration of a test for an individual who has trouble with the written word.
For a client named Chuck, who was
working in medical records and lacked
expressive speech, reasonable accommodation simply involved development of a
brief series of hand signals that let him
communicate quickly with his supervisor.
Another client was having difficulty
doing data entry and budgeting activities
during the day shift because the activity

level in the office aggravated his basic
problems with attention and cognitive
efficiency. His 8-to-5 work shift was subsequently rescheduled from to 3 p.m. to 11
p.m.—which enabled him to function well
in a quieter environment and complete his
assigned work. The two-hour overlap with
the basic .shift let him communicate with
his supervisor and discuss any problems.
Another procedural intervention
involved.a 10-day use of a job coach for a
client named Mike who was a mortgage
processor. As a result of the injury, Mike
would periodically go off on tangents
while talking on the phone with clients.
With two weeks of cuing by a coach hired
by State Vocational Rehabilitation, Mike
was able to stay consistently on topic.
WORK SITE MODIFICATION.
Although often associated with larger
structural modifications to bathrooms and
other aspects of the workplace, work site
modifications need not be expensive and
can offer the easiest approach to remedying an employment impairment.
continued on page 40

At Mediplex ..
our ap~roach to reha llltatlon
vl g team.
is a lot like a rov~in
Eve~'Ybody pulling together.
No other rehab facility
pulls things together for patients,
families, payors and referral
sources like Mediplex.
Our interdisciplinary team
of rehaU professionals provides
patients of all ages with a collaborativeprogram of treatment.
It's an approach that we Uelieve
best assures a positive outcome

for patients affected by strolce,
progressive neurological disorders, orthopedic conditions,
traumatic Urain injury and other
conditions requiring extended
and restorative care.
For more information, write
the Mediplex Group, Division of
Rehabilitation Services, 15 Walnut
Street, Wellesley, MA 02181,

or call 1-S00-MEDIPLX
(1-800-633-4759.
Facilities in Colorado,
Connecticut, Florida, Kentucky,
Massachusetts'and New Jersey.
~~~

Med~plex

InpatiendOutpatient Services, Transitional Care, Neurobehavorial Programs, Restore-to-Function Program, Pulmonary Rehab,The Bridge Recovery Program.
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The Need is Great.
So are the
Opportunities.
1-800-ALCOHOL
is a 24-hour drug and alcohol
referral helpline founded by
AdCare Hospital.
We are now offering
1-800-ALCOHOL affiliations
to qualified health-care
institutions nationwide.
For information on how
to become an affiliate,
ca111-800-345-3552
or 1-508-799-9000

HOSPITAL
OF WORCESTER, INC.

107 Lincoln Street, Worcester, MA 01605

TBI

continued from page 39

Sara was a 32-year old bakery employee
having difficulty lifting large screens of
doughnuts out of the fryer. This was a
two-handed task, and she had a significant
paralysis on one side of her body that
affected her ability to lift the screens. The
solution? Simply replacing the large
screens with smaller ones that had handles
on them so she could scoop the doughnuts
out of the fryer with one hand.
In another ease, Lana was having fine
motor difficulties in efficiently removing
mailing labels from a page on which they
were printed in multiple columns. Computer printing of the labels was changed to
asingle-column format. These labels could
then be installed in a manual dispenser
that Lana could easily use. The change
increased her productivity 10-fold.
LOW TECHNOLOGY. Relatively "lowcost," low technology approaches are also
available to remedy work impairments.
David was having difficulty performing
quality control of components fora company that manufactured strollers. He
struggled to sequence his tasks and to use

tools while checking and adjusting a part.
A simple solution was to provide him with
a small, wooden work station designed to
give him color-coded cues for sequencing
the activities. A tray attached to the work
station kept his tools in order and helped
coordinate their use with specific tasks.
In another example, Tom's compulsion
to continue working caused him to venture
out on a warehouse .floor, looking for a
forklift driver to bring him more work
when he had finished emptying baskets of
paper stacked on pallets. To keep him
productive and decrease his risky wandering on the floor, Tom was given a
transmitter that would activate a flashing
light, mounted high within the warehouse,
to notify the forklift drivers when he
needed more work. This increased Tom's
productivity and lowered work site risk.
On a more complex job level, Ted
works as a university professor and uses a
telepager. It receives pre-programmed
messages from a computer at a paging
service. The pager vibrates on his belt and
displays reminders at different times of the
day to help compensate for his memory
deficits.
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There are other options
Brown-Karhan
offers a continuum of specialized,
cost effective non-hospital programs
for.

Findin
the so utio~
starts by
examining all
the pieces.

• Neuropsychiatric
• Mild to difficult-to-treat
psychiatric adults
•Post-acute head injury
• Behavioral programming
• Assisted and Community living
• Independent living skills training
• Organic Horticulture
• Vocationalltaining
For more information contact:
Brown-Kazfian Health Caze
P.O. Box 33280317
Austin,Texas 78764
5t2-894-08ot
Gaylyrm Stephenson

BROWN-KARHAN
Since 1983
"Projession~d cure in a home-like environrru~nt."
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We look at all the pieces...preseniing problems, treatment needs, educational requirements,family
and community support systems as well as funding issues io develop a treatment plan to meet the
patients needs. Our internal case management services combined with all inclusive rates and contractual
arrangements help io monitor progress and keep down lengths of stay. These measures help potients
get the treatment they need while puffing the brakes on multiple hospitalizations.
Far some children and adolescents wih multiple problems, acute inpatient hospitalization and
out-patient therapies aren't enough. Laurel Ridge, part of The Brown Schools 50 year
tradition of helping emotionally disturbed young people, is nationally recognized for
successfully treating such cases.
(all Laurel Ridge today,and discover how
Laurel Ridge
Residential Treatment and Extended Care
n s~ow~ s~noois
Programs can help put the pieces together
for your patient.

Psychiatric Hospital

More than hope.Solutions

Liccnecd by the Tezes Depxruncnt of Hcal~h

17120 Corporate Woods Drive •San Mtonio,texas 18259-3509.512-491-9400.1-800.624-7915
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Particularly popular low-tech aids include work checklists—
written or pictorial; pocket computers for storing names, phone
numbers or important messages; and watches and telepagers with
reminder functions. Most cost no more than $300 to $400.
I-IIGH TECHNOLOGY.Higher technology approaches often can
successfully remedy the work impairment.
After a severe injury, Jack could not efficiently process requests
that came into the order center, but he had maintained good
customer-relations skills and was well-liked by management. To
address his need, a computer software program was developed to
synthesize all necessary information about payment schedules and
repair contracts for all warehouse products. It took five hours of
computer programming but provided Jack all he needed.
TBI left Roberta severely paralyzed and functionally a
quadriplegic. She has also lost expressive verbal ability, and she
communicates with equipment that produces synthesized speech.
She has, however, maintained higher order cognitive abilities.
With a detector affixed to her eyeglasses she can access the
keyboard on a computer console and do billing and payroll for a
local dental practice.
These technologies are a representative sampling of interventions that have helped people with brain injuries. Most assistive
technology interventions generally involve procedural changes,
minor work site modifications, and low-technology assists.
RESOURCES. Several resources exist to help employers accommodate individuals with traumatic brain injury and other disabilities. The Job Accommodation Network (800-526-7234) at West
Virginia University has been in operation for almost 10 years. It
provides information on products, strategies, experts and costs of
specific accommodation requests. Recent contact with this free
service indicates most called-in concerns for people with TBI
involve issues related to memory, attention and sequencing
concerns.
In 1991, 10 Regional Disability and Business Technical
Assistance Centers were established through funding by the U.S.
Department of Education and the National Institute of Disability
and Rehabilitation Research to provide ADA information and
technical assistance. By calling (800) 949-4232, the caller will be
connected to the closest regional center.
If you need the expertise of a neuropsychologist, state
psychological associations should be able to recommend several
qualified neuropsychologists in your area.
Finally, RESNA (the Association for the Advancement of
Rehabilitation and Assistive Technology) in Washington, D.C.,
can be reached at (202) 857-1199. This association can help
identify the nearest consultant who can recommend an appropriate accommodation for a specific work situation. This assistive
technologist is really the key and most competent individual to
determine a clients functional limitations. He or she can
determine what can be resolved with an intervention, develop
intervention plans and draw from appropriate categories of
technology.
It should be remembered that the employer is not responsible
for identifying the best or most expensive accommodation—
simply afunctional one.
CONCLUSION. The employee with a traumatic brain injury can
be a valuable worker. Adapting on the job site is often simply a
matter of understanding residual cognitive assets and deficits. In
MARCH 1993

other cases, simple types of accommodations like those reviewed
above can help ensure a high, consistent level of work performance.
Frnser is n consvd~a~u and professor ~vilhii~ dte University of Wnshingto~~ DepnrnneMS of Neurological
Surgery and RchnGilimiio~~ Medicine (HnrGorview Medical Center, ZA-OS, Senlde, WA 98103). He is n
pns~ president of Division 22, Rehabili~a~ion Psychology of the A~nericaii Psycho%gical Associa~ian
m~An former ~neu~ber of die bonrA ofdirectors ofthe Epilepsy Fo~mda~ion ofrimerica. lle is involved,
wish Drimi McMnhou nnrl ~ssocinrer, in conr6re~ing ADA workshops for (he Nmionnl Flend Gyury
Foundnfion. Warren is n coiisu(Imu iri Aivevse applicnfio~~s ofnssis~ive teclmo%gy in die Sentlle nren. He
is n cli~iical profea~sor willtin!{re Uuivera•ity of Wnshingiai Depnrnnen~ of Rehn6ilimiiori McAicine acid
Division o/'Bioengineeriiig and nmintriins prion~e offices (5/IG 25~L Ave, Searle, WA 98105). He is n
pas( president of RCSNA (!he Associn~ion for die Advmiceu~enr of ReltaGilim~ion mid Assis~ive
Techno%gy):
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National ~
Head Injury
Foundation
Atlanta Rehabilitation & National Head Injury
Foundation
Institute Foundation
ANNOUNCE
IMPLICATIONS OF THE ADA: FOCUS ON
PERSONS WITH COGNITIVE IMPAIRMENTS
with
Robert T. Fraser,Ph.D.,Lead Instructor
TOPICS
"What Are Cognitive Impairments?
*Legal Issues—Beyond Basics
*Employment Experiences
*Accommodations At Work
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Radisson Hotel Atlanta
Registration Fee 5100
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By Dale A. Masi, PhD
s a profession, social w<
divides itself into varic
methodologies: clinical,
social administration,
and community organization. Social
work students and graduates learn the
appropriate knowledge base and skills
to practice in a variety of specialization
within the profession's Code of Ethi
Although there are many opportunit..,..
for social workers, these major specializations have developed: family and children, health, mental health, aging and the
newest—occupational.
"What makes this practice setting
unique is the impact of the organizational
structure and culture on the delivery of
services. Occupational social work occurs
in corporations, small businesses, unions,
schools, military units and governments
(federal,state and local)"(National Association of Social Workers, 1). Occupational social work, therefore, is a legitimate Meld of practice within the profession of social work which brings to bear all
of the professional ingredients by which
social workers address the concerns of the
world of work and workers.
~

+
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~
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HISTORY. Freud wisely stated that the
two most important elements for a human
being were love and work. Unfortunately,
the various helping professions concentrated on love and did not give full
attention to the value of work until fairly
recently. To its credit, the social work
profession wisely pointed out, particularly
to psychiatry, that helping people on a
one-to-one basis, in isolation, in an
office, was not the best situation. Social
workers highlighted the value of families
and introduced the concept of family
therapy.
In the 1)60s, the National Institute of
Mental Health, under the direction of Dr.
Bertram Brown, drew attention to the
system of communities and the importance of the environment for individuals—
thus developing community mental
health. In the early 1970s, the third
42

system, the workplace, emerged as a
critical force in the life of men and women.
Although the 1970s heralded the full
development of this specialization, it was
by no means the source of its creation.
Writing in 1944 as a social worker for R.H.
Macy Department Stores, Elizabeth
Evans states that the department which
she headed was 28 years old at that time.
As a graduate of the New York School of
Social Work, she said:
In Macy's the Social Service department is, and we feel strongly should
be, distinct and separate from the
rest of the departments in the
Personnel Division. Employees
bring their problems to us secure in
the knowledge that our relationship
with them will be a confidential
one.(Evans, 12)
Again, besides being sensitive to confidentiality issues, Elizabeth Evans obviously wrestled with issues that appear
today.
Today in Macy's we feel. that we
have no right to visit an employee
unless invited, no right to question
the employee unless the employee
himself is asking help. This attitude
of course requires considerable
interpretation, particularly. to
executives in the store.(Evans, 12)
The first master's thesis.. describing the
history of industrial social work was written by Annelise Miro in 1956. She points
out that social workers were often seen in
industrial settings during World War I but
were not always recognized as such (Miro,
6).

one of the most interesting historical
ces is Marshall Stalley's .1942 article,
employee Counseling in the Federal
Service," where he suggested federal
service may be one of the new
frontiers in social work. People holding these positions came to be known
as employee relations specialists. Not
pursuing this avenue was a major loss
_,.; the growth of social work and probably set back its development in the
workplace by at least 30 years.
1970 - PRESENT. In the early 1970s, a
recent social work graduate named Otto
Jones was hired by his former internship
setting, Kennecott Copper in Salt Lake, to
continue his work in counseling employees. After several years, Otto Jones left
Kennecott to form his own corporation
called "Human Affairs" and signed his
first contract—with Kennecott Copper.
Today Human Affairs International is
owned by Aetna Insurance and is one of
the largest employers of social workers.
Most of its counselors are social workers.
HAI became the forerunner of other
counseling corporations in furnishing
EAPs and today's managed mental health
services.
As EAPs developed with the support of
federal legislation and a professional association, social workers continued to have a
major presence in this arena. Social workers directed the General Motors program
under Dan Lanier, the Ex~con program
with Jim Francek and countless other
corporate-sponsored programs. Both
social workers went on to become EAPA
presidents. Current President Sandra
Turner is also a social worker—and the
executive fora 10-year period was Thomas
Delaney, a social worker as well.
It is important, however, to point out
that the employee assistance area is not
the only arena for social workers in the
workplace. It merely represents one of the
roles they might fill. For now, however,
EA offers the largest source of employment for occupational social workers.
GMPLOYF,EASSISTANCE

OTHER CONTEXTS. The field of managed mental health represents a major
growth area for the field of social work in
the 1990s. Preferred Health, one of the
largest managed mental health corporations, has social workers as chief executive
officer, David McDonnell, and president,
David Noone. Other social workers such as
Norman Winegar, author of '1'he Clinician's Guide to Managed Mental Health
Care, also occupy major positions in this
field. Social workers are being recruited as
one of the main professionals to staff the
case management and provider networks.
Both EA and managed mental health
represent practice in the area- of counseling
for emotional and substance abuse. On the
other hand, the human resource departments in the workplace are being challenged with the needs of Workforce 2000.
Workforce 2000, as described in .a
document published by the Department of
Labor, "Investing in People" represents a
workforce predominantly female with a
large number of culturally diverse employees and technological needs that many in
the workplace are not equipped to handle.

She
can't
eat
just
one!
She wW gorge herself with sweets, Junk
food and lots of calories. She doesn't
want to. She feels guilty. I1ke miWons of
others, she just can't say ... no.
When you eat to feel better, but feel
worse, you may be Food Addicted.
If you or someone you know has a Food
Addiction problem or Ls suffering from
buWnia or compulsive eating, call us.
The good news! There's help that can last
a lifetime!

~ NER F~~

TRAINING. It was at Boston College in
1973 that the first training program for
occupational alcoholism was established
specifically for social workers. The program trained both clinical and community
organization students, used 50 corporate
settings in the Boston area and received
funding from the National Institute of
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism as well as
the private corporations involved. Today
numerous schools. of social work offer
occupational specializations. I am privileged to have directed the Boston program
and currently to direct the occupational
social work specialization at the University
of Maryland.
Maryland's two-year,58-credit master of
social work curriculum is divided between
the foundation curriculum of 24 credits—
at which all entering students begin their
study, and the advanced practice curricula.
The latter offers clinical and social administration concentrations and a combination
of the two. Several courses are specifically
designed to prepare students to practice in
a company or organization's EAP:
"Industrial Social Services and Social

Policy." Provides a theoretical framework
for delivering services in the workplace, as
well as an exploration of value issues and
conflicts. "Administering EAPs." Presents
a conceptual framework for development
and implementation of EAPs, based on
organizational and administrative theories.
"Clinical Social Work with Addictive
Behavior Patterns." Teaches the clinical
student the concepts of addiction relative
to alcohol and other drugs. "Use and
Abuse of Alcohol, Opiates and Other
Drugs." This foeuses on theories and
concepts of alcohol and drug addiction.
"EAP Research Project." Ali students
must spend a semester on a group research
project.
INTERNSHIP. All students pursuing
the EAP specialization complete a oneyear internship (3 days 'per week for 9
months) in an EAP during the second year
of the program. At present, the 30 graduate students train at 20 industrial work
sites—including Amtrak, Corporations
Against Drug Abuse (CADA), Martin
Marietta, the Military District of Washingcontinued on page 44

Hyland Child and
Adolescent Center

St. Anthony's
Psychiatric Center

Sea~ually abused children,
who should have been
nurtured and protected by
adults, were bevayed by
the same people upon
whom they depended. As
these children become
adolescents, feelings of
guilt, distrust, low selfesteem and anger interfere
with healthy development.
In a safe, supportive
environment where the
cycle of victimization can
be broken, survivors of
sexual abuse can begin
to heal.

While statistics are less
defined for men, nearly one
in four women is sexually
abused by the age of 18.
Adults who were sexually
abused may have problems
with intimacy, addictions
and patterns of troubled
relationships. With treatment in a safe environment,
these individuals can begin
to understand the effects of
child sexual abuse and learn
to create an emotionally
healthy life.
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ton, the National Security Agency,the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services, Westinghouse, several hospital EAPs,
and numerous EAP contracting corporations.
In 1.98), in collaboration with the School
of Business and Management at the University of Maryland, the first residential
program for EAP Administrators and
Clinicians was founded. And lastly, in
September 1994, the dual-degree program
of MSW/MBA will begin.

A young woman gets transferred
to another machine. She does not
understand why and does not like
her new job, but she is afraid to talk
to the supervisor. She asks the social
worker to arrange a meeting with
the supervisor and to be present at
this meeting. The supervisor
explains the reason for the change
ofjob and promises to find her more
suitable work as soon as possible....
(Interview with Yvonne Frauenfelder, Switzerland, August 1978.)

THE INTERNATIONAL ARENA.
Occupational social work in other countries has existed for many years. South
America, Europe and India stand out as
geographical beacons for this development. India and some European nations
even require industry to hire social workers.
Unfortunately, few articles on industrial
social work have been written in English.
As far back as 1978 and as recently as 1992,
I interviewed Swiss, French and German
social workers, obtained material, and had
it translated. In addition, several years ago
Googins and Godfrey studied similar
professionals in France, Germany, Holland, and Switzerland.
Many countries continue to use the term
"industrial" instead of "occupational"
social work, and the practice is much more
broad-based and less clinically focused
than in the United States. In many European countries, a difficulty that has
impeded more growth is that social workers do not have the level of professional
acceptance they receive in the U.S.
The Brown Boveri Co, in Switzerland
gives us a flavor of the work social workers
in other nations do.
Brown Boveri has 18,000 to 19,000
employees and five social workers.
The first social worker was hired
about 40 years ago. Until a few
months ago, they were responsible
to the medical doctor of BBC. This
is now changed, and they are
responsible to ..the personnel manager.
...A worker suffers from a mental
illness. His character changes drastically. The social worker talks to his
supervisor, his colleagues, explains
his illness, and tries to make them
understand why the worker starts
behaving so strangely. The social
worker shows them how to handle
the worker.

ISSUES. There are many issues to consider as occupational social workers
increase.
Outside employment vs. company sponsorship. More and more for-profit
corporations are being formed to provide
services for employers. This includes the
entire continuum from employee assistance to downsizing to child care, etc. In
some ways, this represents a threecornered dilemma for the social worker
who must consider the client, the employer
of the client, and the employer of the
social worker (outside contractor).
Proliferation ofprograms. Many human
resource programs are developing, and
social workers are moving in to staff them.
The profession must continually monitor
value dilemmas, ethical considerations and
resources available as social workers pioneer in these areas.
Lack of union involvement. Even
though union membership is shrinking in
the U.S., there has been a decided drop- in
the number of social workers in this area.
Admittedly, unions hire their own personnel, but social workers need to be
careful that whatever programs they work
on allow for union involvement and support.
Training needs. Again, although schools
of social work have begun to develop
industrial specializations, alack of attention still exists to courses in addiction and
brief therapy—essential needs for clinical
social workers. This cannot be emphasized
enough. Although several schools have
these specializations, few offer the accompanying coursework necessary to support
field internships.
Malpractice insurance. Social workers
should not assume malpractice insurance—whether through their own association or that of the Employee Assistance
Professionals Association—will cover any
work they do for a work organization.
Values. Because a social worker occu-
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pies a position in a work setting for a
company that services an organization, it
does not mean the job is occupational
social work. The position must be defined
and allow the practice of social work
values, skills and knowledge. It is important for social workers taking positions to
have these issues clarified.
For example, several years ago a social
worker approached me for assistance
because her employer wanted access to
client records. She said she could not turn
over the records because she was bound
under the Code of Ethics of her profession
as well as EAPA. Her employer said the
code had no credence in the workplace. I
suggested she see a lawyer, who informed
her this should have been determined at
the point of employment, and she should
have negotiated all confidentiality issues
then.
CONCLUSION. In conclusion, it is
important to remember that occupational
social work is not interchangeable with
employee assistance. Employee assistance
in certain cases may apply to the broader
framework of occupational social work but
must first satisfy the criteria of the profession.
Mnsi is n proJesso~ in the University ofMnrylm~A Schoo/ ofSocial
Work mid Airec~or of die ocnipn~ionnl sncin! work specinliznlion.
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board.
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EMPLOYEEASSISTANCE

QUITSMART~'M
STOP SMOKING
RESOURCES AND TRAINING
For less than half the cost of olhcr
methods, you can help your employees
quit smoking. Both self-help kits and
on-site classes are available. Plus you
can become a certified QuitSmart facilitator! Developed by the director of the
Duke Stop Smoking Program, the
QuitSmart program is used ac Du Pont,
ALCOA,NASA,etc.
QuitSmart
P.O. Box 4843-EA
Durham, NC 27706
(919)644-0736
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H.OW,

H.O.W. (Honesty, Open-mindedness
and Willingness) Recovery Homes are
operated in affiliation with Willingway
Hospital and offer extended treatment
for men and women. Established in
1976, H.O.W. Recovery Homes are
designed as a long-term structured and
therapeutic residential program. Insurance accepted. Financial arrangements
discussed on an individual basis.
Willingway Hospital
311 Jones Mill Road
Statesboro, GA 30458-5085
(800)242-WILL

R~COV~Iy'
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Drug Abuse Preventlon, ►~ea~tn,
and Guidance so~tware ...

WILLINGWAY HOSPITAL
BROCHURE

DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION,
AIDS EDUCATION,HEALTH
&GUIDANCE SOFTWARE
FREE catalog. FREE demonstration
disk. Software titles: Street Drugs: Trip
or Trap; Alcohol: Be Smart! Don't
Start; Tobacco: Smoking and Chewing;
Cocaine: The Facts about Cocaine and
Crack; Introduction to Psychoactive
Drugs; Marijuana; AIDS Education.
For Macintosh and IBM PCs. Networkable versions available.
Substance Abuse Education Inc.
670 S. Fourth St.
Edwardsville, KS 66113
(800)530-5607
(9]3)441-1868
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THE STRESS CONTROL
~~ _ BIOFEEDBACK RULER AND
`~~~ - HANDBOOK
~~3i~ ~=

Reinforce relaxation behaviors and promote your company program or product
~ - with the new stress control ruler. Its 6-inch
~
size measures centimeters as well as stress.
~^'.'~~ ~
Four proven relaxation techniques are on
"'a`Y`` ~Y
~ = back. Available with bestselling stress test
~~
- handbook which offers an in-depth look
~ •
into stress, its causes, and how to manage
,„~. '°''°
"'
.
~ it effectively. Custom imprinting availa■
~i~~,~j~: ble. Quick 2-3 week delivery.
HSPC
~
32545 Golden Lantern, Suite 430
Dana Point, CA 92629
(800)327-CALM
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THE OAKS
TREATMENT CENTER

OUTPLACEMENT PACKAGE
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Six modules, each with a video and
workbook enable an EAP to deliver
high quality service. The profit margins
are high in outplacement, and this
package can be implemented by existing staff. This is a proven program that
is used by many major corporations,
consultants and the military. Assistance
is avaIlable with pricing of services and
implementation. Used version also
available.
FREE PREVIEW
Eclecon
P.O. Box 681749
Pt~rk City, UT 84068-1749
(801)645-7447

The Oaks Treatment Center, a Browns
Schools Psychiatric Hospital, successfully treats children and adolescents
with psychiatric disorders such as affective, personality and behavioral disorders compounded by substance abuse
and learning disabilities. The Oaks
provides quality care while managing
costs to preserve benefit dollars. For
more information, please call admissions at (800) THE OAKS (843-6257).
JCAHO accredited; OCHAMPUS
approved.
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CYPRESS CREEK
REHABILITATION CENTER
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Cypress Creek Rehabilitation Center is
designed to meet the needs of the
difficult to treat neurobehavioral patient,
including the mild to moderate postconcussive patient with behavioral and/
or chemical dependency needs. The
program includes a full range of services.
Cypress Creek's experience with managed-care concerns ensures individually
tailored programs to meet the referring
professional's needs.
Cypress Creek Rehabilitation Center
P.O. Box 90987
Houston, TX 77290-0987
(713) 586-7600
FAX:(713) 586-5)25
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THNFF SPfiINGS

y

TREATMENT PROGRAMS
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ADOLESCENT GUIDANCE
Three Springs was founded in 1985 on
the belief that adolescents want and need
guidance to succeed in life. We offer
several types of interventions from outdoor treatment programs to intensive
residential centers. Our programs are
licensed by the state and have private
schools looted within. Individual, group
and family counseling, along with education, are the core of our treatment
programs. We also offer specialty groups
to address issues on sexual abuse, AA,
NA and sexual disorders.
Three Springs
247 Chateau llr.
I-Iuntsville, AL 35801
(205) 880-3339; FAX (205) 880-9569
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Visit a Very Special Place for Troubled Teenagers

~ -, ,~-

Be Our Guest Through the Magic ~
•Tour our beautiful 42 acre
campus located in the land of
10,000 lakes.
•Learn about our proven treatment
programs which specialize in the
most difficult disorders.
•Hear about our extensive individual
therapy and group therapy sessions
which distinguish us from most
other programs.

•Visit several classrooms in the
Wilson Academy, a fully accredited
high school.
•Witness kids participating in social
activities, visit a typical patient's
room and join us in our cafeteria.
•Most of all, share in the warmth and
caring of the Wilson Center staff
members as they help teens
through recovery.

FOR YOUR FREE VIDEO, IN U.S. &CANADA CALL 800-676-5561
~,.
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THE WILSON CENTER
ADOLESCENT PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL
AND RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER

FARIBAULT, MINNESOTA 55021

